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1Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Importance of- • the Problem:..After graduation from school*
the'writer-of■this-manuscript entered the teaching profession as 
principal of-a consolidated school,-during-the-first few months
i  •
cf which, his interest in teaching as a profession had its origin. 
Since this-time he- has become more conscious of the ccnaitx ons of
3
the rural school teacher, and in this branch of the teaching 
force, he-sees one of the large unsolved problems-of-education.
-   --During--the-last-four-years-this-problem has been kept in
mind by -reading-professional-literature, by school visitations, 
and by interviewing those working in the same field. In addition, 
an attempt has been made tc do constructive thinking on methods 
which might be used to help professionalise the rural school 
teaching force. At the present time there is an ever increasing 
and wide-spread interest in this phase of education. Teachers
and educators .are awakening to the need of professionalising the 
rural teaching force. In reality, it constitutes one of the 
main issues of the teaching profession.
Claxton hac said, "The most important factor in any school 
is theteacher. The preparation and the efficiency of teachers
in rural schools are a matter of greatest significance to the wel­
fare of the country."1 2 Eoght says, "It is certain that trained 
leadership is not only nested, in rural districts but that this 
cannot be fully realised, until a staff- of teachers professionally
trained, imbued with correct vision-ana ready power, establish
2.themselves in-the rural districts as community builders." He 
continues by skying, "The teaching-profession has recognised for 
some- time that-the-rural teachers-are not generally wo well pre­
pared -as they- should be to cope with the difficult problems con­
fronting them-, f
.Purpose- of the-Study:... It is the-purpose of this study to
discover-the general■situation concerning certain factors of pro­
fessionalism as revp&led by an investigation of the rural school 
teachers in the eastern half of Ilorth Dahota.
Problem of the Study; Specifically, cur problem shall 
be to find out the age, preparation, certification, and salary
of the rural school teacher, in the belief that such facts will 
tend to indicate somewhat their professional status.
1. Eoght, H.W. The efficiency and preparation of rural school 
teachers. U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin,1914,Ho.,42.
2. Ibid., 7 p.
3 Ibid., 7 p.
5 p
Sources of Data: The chief source cx original, data for
this study was a questionnaire. Biennial reports from the State 
Department did not make the necessary distinctions between the 
types cf schools necessary to determine figures which would give 
the desired facts. By way of preparation for the study, a 
tentative questionnaire was drawn up and submitted (on the year 
proceeding the one used in this study) to rural school teachers 
assembled in thieir annual Teachers* - Institutes. Brora the ex­
perience gained in the preliminary survey, by way of types of 
answers given by the- teachers and the tabulations of these replies 
the questionnaire used in our general survey was formulated.
In the fall of 1925, these questionnaires were distributed 
at the Teacners* Institutes, in various parts of the State. When 
it - was impossible for--the - writer to be present and supervise the 
giving-of them, instructions for .uniform proceedure were given to 
institute- conductors-.--  -—  --- - - . -
The-teachers were-asked -to fill outh - the questionnaires 
but were not requested to supply their names. It was hoped this 
would prevent any hesitancy on their part in giving the desired 
facts. However, as a basis for checking the data if the need 
arose, they were asked to give their institute number. One-third 
cf the total number of counties in North Dakota, or seventeen 
counties, all cf which were in the eastern or central part cf the 
State, returnee these questionnaires. A map showing the location
yof these counties may be found in the appendix. Fourteen hundred 
anu live replies were received, mahing an average of eighty-two 
cases to ti'ie • county. For various reasons it is safe to assume 
that a very small per cent 01 ueachers enrolled in these seven­
teen county institutes aid not answer the questionnaire. In the 
main, these-cases-were converted into grand totals; however, in 
order to secure -some of the desired information, separate 
summaries were-made for each county. ■ Throughout this study it 
may be seen that there is -some little variation in the total 
number of teachers answering the-questionnaires ana those answer­
ing specific-questions. -This is cue-to tne- fact that not all 
the - questions were-answered by all-the - teachers. In view of this 
percentages-are -compiled-on the-basis of the•total numoer of 
teachers ans.ering-the-particular- question rather than upon the 
grand-total-of teachers-who-answered the questionnaire. «heret
data-is listed for-individual-counties,it-was thought best to use 
numbers as the means cfdesignation instead of the county name..
The secondary sources of information -used in this st-udy 
were boohs, bulletins, and periodicals which may be found listed 
in the bibliography.
Methods of Study; The term "rural school teacher" in­
duces all those who teach under the jurisdiction oi the county 
superintendent. This applies to both one-teacher and consolidated 
schools.
Fata is classified by types of schools and sex in order
5t o  i i i U X C u u u  t h e  p X ' O i e S G X C U a l  b/ O u t U D  O j- X UX c^ l  0  w-iiO 0  ~~ *— •
Tables- and charts are the chief means of presentation which shall
'be used to accomplish this objective.' Many refer cnees to “two-
teacher schools or two-room schools" are made tnrough tnis study.
in all such cases, it -should be understood that these induce ail
the
consolidated schools regardless ox - size or number ox teachers.
The investigation has endeavored to-collect information 
relating-to the teacher • on -trie- following aspects: (1) the person­
al status; (2)-academic and professional preparation ana training! 
(3) certification; (4) experience in teaching ana tenure; and (5) 
salary. One chapter will be devoted to the development of each 
of- the above- mentioned aspects-. --Much data called ior in the l
questionnaire ccuxd not be used because of its indefiniteness. 
Reference is made to such subjects as: -the teachers* personal 
expenses, school organisations, social composition ox the com­
munities, professional- affiliations,- school equipment,professional 
literature taken, and other questions. Furthermore, it was be­
lieved that such minor issues would not materially affect the 
actual situation one way or tne other. The data which is used 
will in general be treated on the basis of a complete summary of 
all the counties. From these grand totals such conclusions shall 
be presented which the study may safely warrant.
'■ 6
Chapter II
THE PERSONAL STATUS
In • the introductory- chapter statements are re made to the 
effect that a questionnaire -submit-tea to rural school teachers 
assembled in'their county institutes was the chief source oi data 
to-be usee in ■ this- study;-■ that tn is data represents one-third, of 
the counties- and approximately-one-fourth-of the rural school
teachers in-the-State;.hhdtthat•in-developing this study our aim
will oe to- contrast types ox schools and sexes witn ..aspect ww 
their grand - totals. --..— ...- -...— ...........
• - — -11* .v&s LxiOught — oe sx»-- o-o co-n-siuex' xixsw cc.-wc.xn pexscndL
; . . . .  - ■
factcx's — -age>4-type ox school in--*vxxicn. une aiifexent sexes bauqi.t, 
teacner turnover by sex ana typedof school, ana other related 
data on age - before discussing professional preparation, certifi­
cation, experience, ana salaries. It is hopea that bearing this 
in mind, the reader will have a better conception of the rural 
school teacher and will appreciate more fully the conditions that 
will be discussed in the chapters that follow.
— .xx» ~ Cne ox the i irst facts to be brought to tne reader * s
Tabic I, - Total Distribution by Percentage oi i’en 
ana Women Teachers in Rural Sensors oi Seventeen 
Dorth Dai-ccta Counties, 1925-26
County Dumber lien Women
1 10.40 % 89.60 %
2 17.46 82.54
3 11.62 83.38
4 10.99 89.01
5 7.50 92.50
6 4.54 95.46
7 12.24 87.7 6
8 19.14 '80.86o■ . *✓ 11.82 83.13
10 17.44 82.56
ii .6.18 93.82
12 13.84 86.16
13 13.04 86.96
14 5.51 94.49
15 8.00 92.00
10 8.69 91.31
17 3.91 96.09
Total Per Cent 10.17 89.92
Cut oi tne 1405 rural teachers tabulated in this 
study approximately nine-tenths are women ana only one- 
tenth are men. There is considerable variance irem 
county to county.
C
l- 
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CHART 1,- THE PERCENTAGE OP HEN AND 
TEACHERS IN SEVENTEEN NORTH DAKOTA
WOKEN ‘HAL SCHOOL 
com TIES, 1925-26
Per cent 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 SO 100
Women SO % [ ' j
Hen 10 % j___ I
his chart indicates that lor every man teaching in 
he rural .schools ol North Dakota there are nine 
women.
9CHART 2,- THE PERCENTAGE OP HEN AND V.OHEN RURAL SCHOOL 
TEACHERS BY TYPES Of' SCHOOLS III SEVENTEEN 
NORTH DAKOTA COHN TIES, 1925-26
Section A: ONE TEACHER SCHOOLS
Per cent - 0 10 20 20 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Hen . 8 %
Women' j2 % [
Section Bs TC'O TEACHER SCHOOLS OR MORE
Per cent 0 10 20 20 40 50 60 70 30 50 100
Hen .16 % j
7/ocjen S4 % f j
Sections A and B of this chart show us'that relatively 
for every two men in a tv/o®teacher school or aore there 
is hut one man in a one.teacher school.
10
T;foie II,- I 
Teachers
ercentage 
in Seven t-.
Oi
; en
Distribution by Aye 01 Aural School 
Counties in North Dahcta, 1925-26
Teachers in Rural Schools
Ages .v* * ,* _/<? Ui i-icii fi>' qi Aomen % 0f Total
IS 7.69 11.92 11.50
19 9.72 14.86 14.57
20 161 OS 17:92 17.76
21 10.48 is: 00 17.25
22 1 3 : 90 12.16 - 12.36
23 6:29 ■ ?:44 7 . 33
24 - 6: 99 ' 3:92 4:24
25 ' ' 6:29 ■ 3:68 «5 •C p. 4:69 i:?s 2.08
27 2:07 i:eo 1.65
28 3 : 4 3 : 96
29 ••:69- :so .79
20 1 :2s 1 : 0 4 1.07
c>2 3:45 :4o :vi
24 -:69 ' :64 :64fl c 
o w 2:76 : 06 :?9CIQ tbU i;s8 • ' A *7 •
40 ' :g9 :4a : 5
42 . 69 ..16 . 2 1
44 .24- • < 0  «u—
46 ■ ; ‘ • X J  hi
48 : is .14
50 : is .14
.16 .14
54
56
58 .  08 .07
60
62 .08 .0?
Total O Q** *• 0 99. 99 .
Median Age 22.43 21.29 21.37
The women have a greater per cent of young teachers 
and a wider range of ages than the men. Nearly three- 
fourths oi' all rural school teachers are less than 23 
years old.
1 1
attention is the 
rural schools.
percentage ox men and women teachers found, in our 
Table I shows that out oi 140 o teachers answer­
ing our questionnaire, 10 per cent were men ano 00 per cent were 
women. Although, it is not our purpose to male a comparative
study of tne different counties, it is interesting to note the 
variation in number ox-men anu women teacher's-found in the aifxer-- 
ent sections. lor-instance: County• Humber 2 shows that 17 per 
cent of its teachers are-men while-County-Number 17 snows but 4
per cent. - Tlue-figures - of-the first mentioned county might be 
explained on-the basis of- its-having a large number ox consoli­
dated schools-which had men as principals, or there were a large 
number of boys, just out of nigh-school, teaching in tneir home 
communities. The contrary is possibly true of counties having
few men teachers. -.......- ..- - • -
. In Table I it was pointed-out-that virtually »0 per cent
.of our rural school teachers -were women--and only 10 per cent were 
men. This finning has been further emphasized in Chart 1.
Chart 2, which gives the distribution of men ana women 
teachers by types of schools, indicates that for every two men 
teaching in a two-teacher school or more there is but one man
teaching in a one-room school.
XhJ£* “ -‘■-i our analysis oi the age question in Table II, it
was found that 
The women were
the rneuian age of the two sexes was 21.37 years.
•Go years below this median while the men were 1.06
12
Table III,- Percentage ox Age Distribution or Men Teachers in 
Different Types of Rural Schools in Seventeen forth 
Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Men Tcsachers in Schools of
Ages One Two Rooms
Room or Above. Total
18 13.80 % 1.54 % 7.69 %
19 11.52 7.70 9.77
20 23.04. 7.70 16.08
21 6.40 15.30 10.4922 15,36. 12.22 13.98
23 6.40 6.16 6.29
24 7.68 6.16 6.99
25 3.84, 9.24 • 6.29
26 3.84, 6.16 4.89
27 4.62 2.09
28 1.28 6.16 3.49
29 1.28 .69
30 & 6.40 16.94 11.13
Above
Total per cent 99.84 99.90 99.92
Mecian Age 21.40 nr Q "Z ^O • 22.43
Middle 50 per cent 3.87 6.06 5.45
Men teachers in two-room schools or more are 4.43 years 
above tne median age of the men in the one-Leacner schools,
■
Xable IV,- Percentage 
Types ox Rural
^Distribution oi .Ten Teachers in liiierent 
Schools in Seventeen 1-lortn Dakota 
Counties, 1925-26
I
Ages
Percentage of .Ten Teachers in Schools of
One Room Two Rooms 
or Above
18 90.90 % 10.10 %
10 04.28 35.72
20 78.21 21.79
21 33.33 c6.67
22 60.00 40.00
23 «o 'sj 44.45
24 60.00 40.00
c " ,  ,*r ■ irz *z re
w  • a ' o 66.67
26 45.00 55.00
■ 2? 100.00 ..
28 20.00 80.00
29 100.00
30 & 31.25 68.75
Above
Percentage of
Totals 54.54 45.45
The highest percentage oi younger men are in the cne- 
teacher schools in contrast with the highest percentage 
oi Oxter men in the two-teacher schools.
t
14
Table V,- Percentage of Age Distribution of TYoiten Teacncrs in 
Different Types ox Dural'Schools in Seventeen north 
Dakota Counties, 1525-26
Percentage of Worsen Teachers in Schools of
Ages One F.ocn Two Boons 
or Above
Total
18 14.26 % 5.62 °/u 11.93 %
19 16.67 10.06 14.50
20 19.03 13.61 17.94
21 17.99 18.06 18.02
22 11.85 13.02 12.18
23 5.88 11.84 7.45
24 2.96 6.51 3.53on 2.74 6.21 3.69
1.31 2.96 1.76
27 . 58 a. 26 1.60
28 .54 2.07 .96
29 .76 .89 .80
30 &
Above 4.49 5.63 4.81
Total Per Cent 99.96 99.74 99.97
Median Age 20.98 22.19 21.29
Middle 50 fer Sent 3.26 3.03 3.13
Y/omen in the two-teacher schools have a median age two
years greater than those in the one-teacher school with a
smaller range in ages.
15
years above it, melting a difference ox more than one year in favor
OX ox«G ' t
’./ixori tixc £«.</> c (^ uc»wt*XwXi- ox x*-ux*x.3. ocxicoX XociC/iCi. »>. x»j &*t>ixo.^ o 
— rc*x uxic ocjx. cj.n. 1^-c ,■ i  t» • *i*u^  do xi ot#cg Cixtm. v ■ 7o p^ox coxi v ox t.-,Xx 
teachers are 22 ye are and~unu~r« A comparison of the men with 
tne -women • in 1 asms lx shows uJSc^t only o ? po.. cent ox ohs men uic 
22 years and • und<~r in contrast with 74 pox' cent of the women. The
doion•oi a$e from the opposite angle shows that 11 per cent of
iHwIX - o.X* c oo- y Ccax s ■ tx**a over wnile but 5 per cent of the women
O^xC bw.tUd ’’ age are s till teaching. -Thus facts indicate that
more than twice as many-men as women 58 years and-above are teach­
ing" in rural- schools- while- their-range-in age is 20 years less.
~~ -1 -The mecian -ago-of-men-teachers in different types of rural 
s cn cols is am . 4 w- ye nr s, --as - may De-seen*in i abl e iff, r ur the rmo .. e 
tne - men- in- two—teacxier senooxs- are44.4a- years clcn-r unan those in 
one-teacher sciioo-s.-- As already-noted,- 65 per cent •ox tne men 
in onc-teachor schccxs are 22 years and under while 44 per.cent 
of the men in two-teacher schools are of this age; ■ also, there 
is about twice as great a range in tne middle 50 per cent for 
tnese in tne two-teacher schools as for those in the one-teacher 
schools. In locating the men according to age, Table IV shews 
that tne largest per cent in one-teacher schools are uncer 24 
years while tne higher, per cent 'coyone. this year are in two- 
tcacher schools. The age study of women in different type 
schools, as found in Table V, indicates that those in the one-
Table VI,- Percentage Distribution of 7oaen Teacners 
Different Types of Rural Schools in Seventeen 
North Dahota Counties, 1925-26
in
Ages3
Percentage of To 
in Schools of
men Teachers
Ono Room Two Rooms 
or Above
18 87.25 % 12.75 %
19 81.73 16.27
20 83.93 16.07
21 72.89 27.11
22 71.06 28.94
25 56.99 43.01
24 55.11 44.89
25 54.35 45.65
26 54.55 45.45
27 , 45.00 55.00
28 41.67 58.33
23 70.00 30.00
30 & 68.34 31.66
Abe;ve
Per Cent 72.99 27.01
lied i an CO•o-'X 22.19
The highest percentagea of young anc old teachers are 
in one-teacher schools, while the percentage is about equal 
izec for those who are from 25 to 28 years inclusive.
Table VII,- Percentage of Teacner Turnover in Seventeen 
North fahota Counties, 1925-26
County
Number
— Nev»
Teachers
Ole
Teachers
1 21.60 % 78.40 %
2 29.2a 70.77
3 24.80 75.20A*~*£ 32.72 67.28
5 20 .<00 80.00
6 24.24 75.76
7 21.42 78.58
8 31.91 68.09
9 3 7.63 62.37
10 25.58 74.42
11 ' 16.49 83.51
12 or tr« Jm 0 73.85
13 28.24 71.76
14 31.72 63,18 -
15 26.00 74.00
16 36.95 63.05
17 24.51 75.49
Per Cent ’ 26.61 COto•to
Out of 1405 rural school teachers reporting, 27 per 
cent have haa no previous experience.
CHART 3
IVOREH
THE PERCENTAGE OR TEACHER TURNOVER OR MEN AND 
RURAL SCHOOL TEACHERS IN SEVENTEEN NORTH 
DAKOTA COUNTIES, 1925-26
Per cent 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
New
Old
27 */«
73 $
Cut of every four rural school teachers one has had no 
previous experience.
I
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tr&st .vitil 60 per cent lor those in two-teacher schools.- 
addition | ■ tixe vVciiiexi oi * one—teacher s^* Soem^ nci»/g c*. x X ol. 
yoars greater tiian- those ’in-the larger schools. -.w*.dle n  
that -txie highest - percentages oi do eh y ou.ng- x-.*ia oiu teacher 
in one-room schools-v/hilo- ti*e percentage is more nearly ecpji 
i or tiicee xrGiu- at--to eo /^Cc^ rs xii elusive.
C X ■ ■ VO iiiC i*1 I n  O lie X ' 'X G - -C w X S  - U X  ^ G U n ^S
two-teacher -schools;■ -the one-teacher • grot
range m- age,
she
over question. Indeed it is one oih main issues that mus 
improved before a professional status may be approached by 
rural teacher. This study, as seen in Table VII, reveals 
fact that 26 per cent oi the total teaching force are new 
pared with 74 per cent who have one year or more cf experifi 
As might be expected, this table further indicates that a 
range exists in t.ie various counties. The one extreme snp 
53 per cent turnover in contrast with 16 per cent for tne 
Chart 3 further emphasizes the fact that for every
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Table VIII, - Age cl Beginning Rural Teachers bv Sexes ir
Seventeen Counties o^ R or tin Bahota, 1925-20
Ages Men Women Total
IS 11 131 142
i -i q-u */ 9 101 1x0
20 6 60 GO
21 6 28 . 34
/ 22 2 6 8
" !\ 25 1 1
24 2 1 3
1 25 2 1 326 2 2
2? 2 2
28.• ' ■ 1 29 I 1
50
51. . • 32
3.3rlA
v> 0
36 1 1
Total 40 333 373
Ilec.ian 20 19.35 19.4
•
Approxitfately 70 per cent ol beginning rural school
teachers are 18 ana 19.
1 '
• i
21
Table IX,- Age of beginning Men Teachers b; Types of SciLOUiS
in Severiteen Counties of Ror til Tahota, 1925-26
Men Teachers in Schools of
One Two Rooms
Ages Room or Above Total
18 9 2 ■ T_ j_
19 5 4 9
*> 20 6 6
21 3 3 6
22 1 1 2
28
24 O& P►w
25 2J 2
25 2 2
Total 30 10 40
Median 20.17 19.75 20
This t<able indicates thaa 75 per cent of beginning men
teachers ehver one-teacher schools.
Table X,- Age of Beginning Women Teachers by Types of 
Schools in Seventeen Counties of north lahota,iu25-26
Women Teachers in Schools of
Ages Cne j. \i0 X'vG CiX» c X o c clX.
■ Room or Above
18
• • j < m
118 13
.  • • t
151
19 • * 84 17 101
20 ■ 45 17 60
21 19 9 23
22 5 1 6
■ 23 • 1 1
24 : l 1
2b * i 1
26 ■
27 1 1 2
• 28 ' - «
2fi l •> 1
30 : i :
31
32
331%A ■
0 0
36 l
j ,
i
Total 275 5S 333
Median 19.23 ■19.94
Ter cent 82.58 17.41 99.99
Eighty-two per cent of beginning women teacheri 
enter one-teacher schools.
teachers having one year or more ox' experience, there is onk who 
has had none.
-The median age of beginning rural school teachers is 19.4 
years as seen in Table VIII. - The beginning men teachers a|re .65 
years ■ older-than--beginning .tomen teachers. Furthermore, approx­
imately • 80 -per- -cent of the men--ana -90-per cent of tne women- are 
21 years and under.- • When - comparing sex, 50 per cent of the men 
teachers-are IS or 19 in contrast with-69 per cent for the women.
- Table IX,-which-deals with-the-age of beginning men 
teachers by types-of schooxs,- indicates -that tnree times ad many 
men-enter-one-teacher schools as enter-two-teacher schools; that 
a higher percentage of younger teachers are found in one-teacher
schools than in-larger systems.-- - .........
.. When beginning women- teachers -are located-for their first
year, - Table X ■ snows—that--for-every- one- -entering a- two-teacher 
school- there-are-live whobbegin-in- a- one-teacher- school. Further­
more, 113 cases- or-^o per** cent— ox-the— -oeginning women ueaci.ero in 
one-teacher schools are 16 years of age, while but 22 per cent are 
the same age in larger systems. This makes a difference of 20 
per cent in favor of the latter. The age of the women in the one 
teacher schools is slightly less the total median age of 19.35 
wnile the opposite is true for the women in the larger schools. 
Furthermore, there is a difference in favor or the larger systems 
of almost three-fourths of a year between the median ages of tne 
women in the two types of schools. It is interesting to note 
ttet approximately 82 per cent or beSi„nins WOOen to-c.-r.
Tabic XI,- Age Percentage oi' Rural School Teachers by
Types ol S 
in
chools in Seventeen Counties 
North Pahota, 1925-26
Percentage in Different Type
Schools
Age s One Two Rooms Total
Room or Above
1% 14.14 4.96 11.50
19 16.26 9.67 14.37
20 19.79 12.65 17.76
21 17.07 17.61 17.25
09 12.12 12.89 12.36
23 5.86 10.91 7.33
24 3.33 6.45 4.24
25 2.83 6.69 3.95
26 1.51 3.47 2.08
2? .91 3.47 1.65
28 .60 2.73 1.29
29 .81 .74 .79
30 .91 1.49 1.07
32 .30 1.74 .71
34 . 50 .99 .64
36 . 70 .99 . 79
38 .30 .74 .43
40 .30 . 99 .50
42 .20 . 25 .21.30 .21
46 .40 .28
A3 .20 .14
50 .10 .25 .14
5^ 1 .20 .14
54
56
5S .10 .07
60
62
64 .10 .07
Total 99.84 99.68 99.97
One- teacher schools have a wider range in ages w Lth
a greater per cent of them 22 and under than have con'
oolidateo schools.
consolidated schools.
•As • mey ho- seen in-Table XI, one-teacher echcoxe have 79 
per cent of their cases 22 years and under in contrast with 08 
per-cent lor tr/c-teacher schools. This nahos a difference of 
21 per-cent in favor ox-tne latter* In other v/ords, 2 out ox 
every 3 teachers 18-or 19 years-ofaage nay he founa in one-teacher 
schools. On the-ccntrary, two-teacher schools have twice 
great a per cept-27 or more years old.
Chanter Conclusions. - In this chapter it has seen pointed 
out:- (1 ) that there are nine women for every-man- in our rural 
schools; (2-)-(the-one-teaciier—echool-s have the greater percentage 
cf -younger- teacher's-for - bo tn-sexes-with a - greater range in age; 
conversely, the two-teacher- schools-have a-higher percentage of 
oider---teachers for--both-sexes -wi-th- la smaller- range in age; (3) 
the- median age ox--the-men xo almost hall a year'above tiia* cx the 
(•omen; (4) a-comparison cf sexes for -the - two-teacher schools 
or more reveals a difference of 3.62 years in favor cf the men;
(5 ) a comparison of men by types of schools indicates a differ­
ence ox 4 .4 3 years in favor of the men in the larger echos 
(c) when comparing the women by types cl schools, there v?< 
difference of only 1 . 2 1  years in favor of those in the consol­
idated schools; (7) the study in teacher turnover showed that 
26 per cent cf the tctal number had no previous experience! (8 ) 
the median age of beginning teachers was 19.4 as compared with
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Chapter IIX
C3hf If1 CAT I OH
In Chapter II statements were ma.ee to the effect thalf 
women teaeher-e-j.vere nine times-more numerous than the men aha that 
a higher • percentage -oi them were • iounu- in one-teacner schools than 
in-the larger systems;-. (2) that 27 per- cent oi ail rural 
•teachers • were- beginners; ~(o) that lor every- n me beginning 
women- teachers • there was--only- -one--beginning man - teacher and 
higher percentage-oi women-entered-one-teacher schools. T 
pr e sent enupter - */rrr em^nasr**o* - ^ r j. the - s^y s c.cm oi ccri.r«±»ic 
used m  Hcrth -haik.ota-'&chooiS' in-lent; {1} therreiaoion or 
ir cat ion - o - one - a^ ye - or - oe^inn i ng - -teachers;  ^a j - the r omat i 
ceroixtcation to professionul preparation orrural schcor. to 
(4) the relation oi certification to proiessional preparat 
beginning rural school teachers; (b) the relation of impro 
of certification to experience of rural school teachers.
before entering upon the main aivisions in this chapter, 
there are several facts which should be mentioned: (1) th 
survey indicates that a very nigh per cent of all teacners Jiad
school
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completed their high school work; or in the esses c* those who
had not dene So, it was found that an equivalent amount or
had otherwise ’seen completed; (2) while some professional train 
ing was taken as a part of their-academic work, most of it was so 
insufficient that • it-was--not considered; (5) there were those 
who had taken - advanced work which - was- not- of-a professional 
nature, consequently it - was--not considered as having direct hear­
ing upon their certification.
;ork
The System-ox--Certification--UsoHt--in- North Dakota. 192
•••Section 15-59-mentions four main-types of certiiicat 
wuich may - -he- secured. ** They--are- the second-grace eiementa 
first grade-elementarysecondggrade professional, ana fir 
grade • pi*oi essionai. - Section- 13 /0 staues- that seconc .^rad 
exnentary -certificates--may-he--secured-in- two--ways; on emami 
and-on-uiplomas, The-exaiai-naticnsccove-r subject matuer i 
various branches ox-~the-common-school- and • are open to cans 
who are at lease eighteen ^eax s o-ud cxxnd nave not gitaunted 
first class high schools. Section 1369 states that secor
elementary certificates will he issued on diplomas to grac 
from north Dakota high schools, offering four years v/orlc, 
have had eighteen weeks of psychology, school management.
6*5
*y»
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e el-
nations 
n the 
idates 
from 
grade 
uates 
who 
and
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4. Laws and regulations governing the certification of te
Department of Public'Instruction, State of Worth Dakot 
Bulletin Ho. 4, 1923. 3 p.
5. Ibid., 4 p.-
6. ibid., 6 p.
chers;
f  V> 7» -r\ r\  c, {r» v-v ’] r\ *r* Vi / 4  -tt -i p, ;tt cs , w ill v- w x u V ^  v t O i 1' Second grace elementary certificate ; may
else be • secured • through completion oi the high school curribulun
of - a- State -Koriial School.- -.These certiiicates are valid fcp two
years and after this time-may -fee renewed in two ways: (1) bjr
talcing nine-quarter,-hour-credits at a State normal plus one year
o f reading circle work; -or (if) by taking sixteen quarter hpur-
credits without reading circle-work..
first-grade-elementary certificates may be secured i.i two
rfways; on examinations-ami-on-diplomas. -•When taxing tne exca-
incyimi, ■ t.ie upp-rreuno muse. --write upon psychology and iouj 
elective- subjects-- in-addition to-those - 'required upon examin .tion
.or-a -second -grs.de.elementary-certificate. If they already- hold
d to 
ie el-
oma
ligh
a valid- second-|-graae elementary-certificate-tney are requix 
write • only- upon ■tne- fi-ve- additional subjects. • - A-first- gra 
omentary - certif icate -may- be -secured-upon the- oasis of a dip 
if -tne applicant-is-agraduate- frcm~~a standard forth Xakota 
school or the high-school curriculum of - a- State formal School and 
if within two years from the cate of the diploma the holder nas 
had at least eight months of successiul teaching experience! in 
addition, tne applicant must be at react twenty years of age. A 
first grade elementary certificate may be renewed in three hays: 
(l) by taking sixteen quarter hour-credits at a State formal plus 
two years* reading circle work; (2) by taking twenty-five
7. Laws..and regulations governing the fortification of teachers;
Department Of Public" InStrucyion, State of forth Xaicota.
■ Bulletin Ko. 4, 1925. p. 5,6.7.
G. jiT 6 C’ X? aIGIAX'CG ciCll t/£ ]p«LCZw> GiTlC y  ( j &X G * XTSc-Clln^t C l —d v j  '.ZCx  ^
j j^  "LiXi£XiX  ^ olXiX •» "L ./O CjXX£i»X oc -L ilOUX *• C i  C;^  X 4>»w V/l cXil y^ X Gt~Cll. *
circle vvorie.- ........
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(3)
Sc cone, -ji-ade p r o fe s s io n a l  c e r t i f i c a t e s  a r t  issu e d  in  
< v j s • upon 0*201 iu m a t  i  c ns ana* on dXjw.w0j.*c. s . ■ '».hon a ccCw.it g 
lx 'v i i . . icf..ui> o d — c rx ic c .tt  i*w s. e c ux c u wiw cUgh Cco..i-*•*x**. v^oi., t*. 
a^rriocint must 'XxavO" :ji*v ■ iir.ic --months, oc t wc**"c^ c w1—*-w oi 
an o iii;, i/ c uad w n c ... c rex. .w*... <.-.o t  ex - i  r r .. t  c.cjs* e 1 e.nen t dX y cox oix 
oexox*e tixey* wi i  1---00 • a l io  wo a wo w rite  wiit Cwwi..jiiiiw."trion# -.ni 
s i  s t  s l .  -uooutoeu p-rox e ss  i  enax ■ sub j  0 ot s* in  ■ ado.i .*i  on Jw uxio 
n cc00boxy io  s 0 c ux*o ~ mio ■ -. i  xi s i  gxad c e 1 c*xentc.x j  c e x c ix x c d te . 
s e c o n d  g r a d e  - g i * o x e s s i c n a l  - c c i ' o X i x c c c i . ^ c o d  x c .  o n e   ^wo y o u  
2/2 0.y 00 S o OU. Uu U vO*i wiXC OdSX t -■ - Ox ci d Ip 1 Oi»ld i  X * 0i.w - dJvjw.X Celd 0 
gro.du.a1it x r o.fx a • s tan ex arc. - souoc h igh  scuggI ,  h as xxaa an a.dai 
n ine -months--at a Coate iHOictar- ecxxool ouxe. n ine months ox sue
ocuOwiin^ eap cri wucc , - a*id io ./ci. ojf - -jf CcX c o* c.^ c. 3ocodd
prcxcswional cv.rl>x.i c / g c c u xor two ^ u.x. may oc -.ei* e •/ ea 
the presentation of a statement from an approved institutio 
higher learning shewing the holder has earned twenty-five q 
hour-credits in advanced work toward a higher diploma since 
issuance of his certificate. A second grade professional 
ficate valid for life may to secures tx* rough an additional
two
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3. Laws and regulations governing the certification of teach
.Department of Public'Instruction, State of Korth Dakota,
Bulletin No. 4, 1922. p. S, 10.
Table XII,- The Relation of Certification to Age of 
Beginning Rural School Teachers in Seventeen 
Rorth Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Percentage of Certification
£ CD a Seccnd Grade first' Grade Second Grade first GradeElementary Elementary Professional Profes siensu
Certificate Certificate Certificate Certil icate
18 79.57 2.81 17.39
19 76.36 1.82 ■ 21.82
20 54.54 3.04 40.90 l.co
21 50.00 2.64 47.36
22 & 66.64 4.76 28.56
Above
Percentage
of totals 70.75' 2.68 '
r
26.26. 1.27
21
Cut of 373 beginning rural school teachers, 80 per cer 
of those 18 years old hold Second Grade Eiementaries, while 
only 50 per cent of those 21 hold the sane certiiicate. 
Conversely, 1? per cent of those 18 hold Seccna Grade Pro­
fessionals in contrast with 47 per cent oi those 21 who ha 
the same certification.
ve
years ox training- beyond-high school at a State Normal..
First grade -professional certificates are issued upin ex­
amination providing the applicant-has had the equivalent of a 
college-education, or on the 'oasis cl a college diploma received 
from a standard institution.^
Since data used in this manuscript has been gathered,'a 
new certification -law-has been passed, effective duly 1,1 926. It 
will effect-the-problem of the rural-school teacher in the follow 
ing ways: second grade elementary certificates are much mire 
difficult to obtain;-- high-schools are no •-longer allowed to offer 
professional subjects-as part-ox- their-academic training; and 
the- applicant-must--take twelve-wee-ks- of professional training at 
some - State Institution.- -As i-s quite- evident, this new law will 
improve the professional-statue- of-rural senooi teachers, that 
it will increase their period of professional training.
The Relation of CertiiicatiGh to Age of 
Beginning Rural School Teachers -
Table XII points out the following facts: (l) that 71 
per cent of all beginning rural school teachers hold second 
grade elementary certificates while only 26 per cent hold 
grade professionals; (2) that SO per cent of those wno ar 
years old have second grade elementary certificates in con 
with 50 per cent of those 21 years old; (3) that 17 per ednt of
32
econo.
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9. Laws and tabulations governing the certification of teafcherc;
Department of Public instruction, State ox North DakotaBulletin, No. 4, 1923. p. 11, 12.
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Table XIII,- The Relation oi Certification to Age oi 
Beginning Rural School Teachers in One Keen 
Schools in Seventeen Worth Eahcta Counties, 1925-26
Age:
Percentage oi Certiiication
Second Grade
Elementary
Certificate
I'irst Grade
Elementary
Certificate
Second Grade 
Professional 
Certificate
G::jiiri 
Pro!ess 
Certifi
ade
onal
ate
18
19
20 2122 & 
Above
85.82
84.26
67.32
72.72
77.70
2.36
2.25
2.04
o. 5o
11.30 
15.48 
30.60 
27.27 
16.65
Percentage 81.01 
of Totals
2.29 16.72
' More than one-third of all beginning rural school teachers 
are 18 years old, 85 per cent of whom hold second grade 
elementaries while only 12 per cent hold second grade pro­
fessionals.
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Table XIV,- The Relation oi 
Rural School Teachers in 
! North Dakota
Certification to Age of Beginning 
Two Room Schools in Seventeen 
Counties, 1925-26
Ages
Percentage of Certification
Second 
Element 
Certifj
Grade
.ary
cate
First Graae
Elementary
Certificate
Second Grade 
Prcfessional 
Certix icate
First Gracu 
Profession; 
Certificate
3a
s
18
19
20 
21 
22-
26.6
42.8
'17.6
8.2
4
5 
4
3 •
6.66
5.88
8.33
66.66
57.14
•70.56
83.33
100.00
5.38
Percent­
age oi 25.C 
Totals
1 4.39 69.13 1.47
Twenty-seven per cent oi those IS years old hold second 
grade dementaries in contrast with 8 per cent oi those 21
Sixty-six per cent oi those IS hold second 
in contrast with S3 per cent oi those 21. 
ginning rural schoo- teachers hold tne gre< 
second grade professionals.
ide proiessicnals
Thus the older 
.ter percentage
be­
et f
.".‘i I
cl' those 18 years of age-have second grade professional certifi­
cates in contrast with <10 per cent of those 21 years ole ; lienee 
the general tendency indicates that higher certification follows 
advancing age up to the 22nd. year, after wnich it recedes.
Table XIII, dealing with teachers in one-teacher schools, 
indicates: (1) that SI per cent of ail beginning rural school
teachers-hold- second grade elementary certificates in contrast 
with 17 per cent who held- second grade professionals; (2) that 
86 per-cent- of those- 18 years old-hold- second grade - elementary 
certificates in contrast with-72-per- cent-of - those 21 years old;
(5) -that 12-per • cent-- of -those-eighteen years old-hold second 
grade professional - certificates-in contrast with 27- per cent of 
those-21 years of-age. '• Those- general - indications would warrant 
-ohe-conciusion-that-t-he younger beginning teachers- ho-d’ the great­
er percentage- of-elementary- certificates. --The low ebb of those 
holding-eeconu-grade • elementary- certificates is reached at 20 
years and builds up again for these-beyond this age, while the 
opposite is true for those holding second grace professionals.
Table XIV, dealing with teachers in two-teacher schools, 
indicates: (i) that 25 tier cent hold second grade elementary
certificates while 69 per cent hold second grade professionals;
(2) that 27 per cent of those eighteen years old hold second 
grade elementary certificates in contrast with S per cent of those 
21 years of age: and (5) that 67 per cent of those 18 years of 
age hold second grade professional certificates in contrast with
36
Table XV,- The Relation oi Certification to Age of 
Beginning Hen Teachers in One Room Schools in 
Seventeen North Ealcota Counties, 1923-26
Percentage of Certification
Second Grade First Grade Second Grade J? i x* *j t# Grace
Ages Elementary Elementary Professional Profes sional
Certilicate Certificate Certificate Certificate
IS S i.
19 78.54' 14.28 7.14
20 S c
2 1 77. 77 22.22
2 2  &
Above 35.68 ' 14.28
ercentage
f Totals 79.92 9.99 9.99
*:
Ninety per cent of beginning men teachers in one-room 
schools hold elementary certificates.
Table SCVI, - The Relation ci Certification to 
Women Teacncrs in One Room Schools ol 
North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Age ci Beginning 
Seventeen
Ages
Percentage of Certification
Second Grade 
Elementary 
Certificate..
first Grade
Elementary
Certificate
Secone trade 
Professional 
Certificate
First G. 
Profess. 
Certif i<
’ade
.ona.
;ate
18 £7.24 .85 11.86
IS £(3.59 ' 2.37 14.19
20 i5.05 2.37 32.57
21 1'3.69 26.31
22 & 72.72 27.27
Above
PercentageX"* r P — ; “l p Qx \j vuo. »J £10.28 1.44 17.28
The greater percentage of beginning women teachers in 
room schools hold second grade elementary certificates.
one-
Table XVII,*- The Relation of Certification to Age of 
Beginning Hen Teachers in Two Room Schools in 
Seventeen North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Ages
Percentage of Certification
Second Grade
Elementary
Certificate
first Grade
Elementary
Certificate
Second Grade 
Professional 
Certificate
first CTD -r» c\ f o c
Certiii
race
ional
cate
18 &
19
20 & 
21
16.66
25.00
- 83.33 
75.00
Percentage 
of Totals 10.00 10.00 80.00
The greater percentage of beginning men teachers in two- 
room schools or more held second grade professional certii icates.
Table XVIII,- The Relation of Certification to Age oi 
Beginning Women Teachers in Two Room Schools oi 
Seventeen North Bahota Counties, lb25-26
Ages
Percentage of Certification
Seccno Grade
Elementary
Certificate
Eiret Grade
Elementary
Certificate
Second Grade 
Professional 
Certiiicate
V *J -y* c> f
Proi’ea
Certii
fraae
sional
icate
18 & 
19
dO & 
•21 
22 &, 
Above
40.00
15.38
*2 7. 7 O » \j
3.84
56.66
76.92
100.00
3. 34
Percentage 
of Totals 27.58 3.44 67.24 x.72
The greater percentage oi beginning women teachers in 
room schools or mere hold second grade professional certii
two- 
icates■
t
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S3 per cent of| those 21 years old. It may be concluded i'rc 
general indications - that the older beginning teachers hold 
greater percentage of professional certificates.
In comparing the-types of schools by age and certif.i 
it is found: (l) that SI per cent in one-teacher schools f 
second grade elementarie® in contract with 25.per-cent for 
same certification-in - tr.c -two-teacher schools; (2-)-that 1
cent in-one-tekeher-schools--hoId second-grade-professionals in
contrast- with 6S- per cent- in-the two-teacher schools; • (3]
cation,
old
the
per
that
So per cent -of-those-18-years-of - age- in-one-teacher schools hold 
second-grace element aria a- -in- -contrast - with 2? per cent for the
same age.and-certification•in the-two-teacher schoo-s; (4] that
12-per- cent of --those-18-years-of -age-in the one-teacher schools 
hold -second -grade -prof essiunals--in contrast - with 6? per cert in 
the • two-teacher -schools-;- - (b)-that - 73 per cent of those 2j years 
of age -in- the--one-teacher ••schools - hold--second -grace element aries 
in contrast with 8 per-cuat for- the same age and certification 
in the two-teacher schools; and (d) that 2? per cent of those 21 
years of age in the one-teacher schools hold second grade pro­
fessionals in contrast with 83 per cent in the two-teacher 
schools. Thus it may be seen that one-teacher schools have a 
higher percentage of younger teachers holding elementary certifi­
cates in comparison with the two-teacher schools which have 
higher percentage of older teachers holding professional paipers. 
Taoies XV, XVI, XVII, and XVIII indicate the following
CHART 4, - A tfOHFAKISOiS OF CERTIEIC f. mire; tHELL' BY RURAL SCHC(iL
TEACHERS BOR THE RESPECTIVE AGES III DIFFERENT TY1 eCRCCLR
FOE Sit VSK TEEN NORTH DAKOTA COUNTIES, 1925-26 
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holdin" elementary certifiestec in contrast with the two* 
teacher schools which have? the greater percentage holding 
professional certificates.
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Table XXX,- The Relation ci Certification to Time Spent
Professional Preparation by Ryral School Teachers of
Seventeen North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Time
Spent
Per
of
centage
Totals
Percentage ox Certification
Sec. G-r. 
Elern.
X o o • Qx* •
hi em.
Sec. Or. 
Prof.
1 st
Prc
■. or.
f.
None 23.41 38.53 28.65 •
6 Weeks IS. 70 28.23 28.03
1 2 •» 1 2 .8? 17.71 19.17
18 " 3.09 3.89 4.95
24 " 4.24 4.51 7.63
1 Year 19.60 5.12 8.86 50.11
1 Y. 6 W. .86 2.93
1 2 ¥ 2.66 9.04
18 W 1.15 .20 . 2 1 3.42
24 W 1 . 2 2 .41 .42 3.x?
2 Years 9.13 1.43 2.06 26.8 j« It 1.15 3.91
4 “ .91 .48 IOC .00
Totals 99.99 99.98 99.98 99.95 IOC .00
’ercentage
f Totals 99.98 35.08 34.86 29.40 .64
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in
Fifty-six per cent of rural school teachers have 12 ’^reehs 
or less of training while only 1.S5 have 3 years or more.
A %*s O
t; Li
...
ti
facts: (l) in comparing tile certification of non
schools it is found that-80 per cent in one-teacher school' 
second grade-element&ries-in contrast with 80 per cent in 
teacher schools-who-hold- second- -grade-professionals; (£} 
po.ring certification- of women by - types- of-schools it is- fcji 
£0 per cent in one-teacher--schccls-hoid second grade elexae 
in contrast- with 67- per- • e.ent in two-teacher - schools who ho}, 
second grade-professionals;-• - and (3) a comparison oi cer 
cation -according‘to•sex showsia-similarity between the men 
women- in the one-teacher -schools-while the men in the two- 
schools hold a somewhat greater percentage of professional
tificatesi - ■! - ---------...  -- -.................
... -— Chart 4 shows-a-comparison-of the certificates held
teachers--for- -the- respective -ages--in—the - different type- sen.
- —  In • concluding th-is-part-of- our.chapter,- -the- -tables
d-icate -that -a-higher- -percentage • ox-younger - beginning teach|c 
with-lower certificates-are- located in one-tea-cher schools 
comparison with a higher percentage of older beginning to- 
holding professional papers who are locates in two-teacher 
schcolsw
hold
.».70 —
in ccm- 
,md that 
taries 
d •
aS
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teacher I
cer-¥
by the 
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in
ohers
.elation of Certification to Time Spent in Professional
Preparation by Biiral School Teachers 
Table XIX, dealing with the relation of certificati 
time spent in professional preparation by rural school tea 
shows: (l) that of 1391 cases reporting, 35 per cent hold
grade elementiries, 35 per cent hold first grade elemental-
jn to 
.he x s, 
second 
ies.
Table XX,- The Relation 0 2 Certification t
Professional Preparation by Men and '.Vonen in
Schools of Seventeen North Dakota Counties,
Time Spent in 
One Rood 
1925-26
14
T use 
Spent
Percentage 
of Totals
Percentage of Certification
Sec. Gr, 
Elea.
1st. Gr. 
Elen. Prof.
1 st
Pro
ur
1% \J il
6 Weeks 
1 12 *•
18 '*
24 "
1 Year
1 Y. 6 VnVj •
1 2 w
IS 7rTw
24 t*rw
2 Yearsft
4 It
OQ n o
i-u  u  * %S (*.j
O'? ORW •
16.13 
3.13 
5.06 
15.7? 
.70 
1.11 
.60 
.91 
2.93
.10
39.69 
36.61 
17.96 
3.55 
4. S3 
5.10
.44
1.55
nn q ft• O
28.08 
20.15 
3.83 
7.60 
8.42
. 51 
1. 27
67.95
4.75
7.46
4.07
11.63
.67
Totals 99.96 99.78 99.99 99.92
Percentage 
of Totals 99.98 45.60 39.63 14.75
Seventy per cent of the teachers in one-rOQa 
1 2 weeks or less of professional training while 6 
more than one year.
schools have 
per cent have
Table XXI,- The Relation of Certification to Time Spent
Professional Preparation bp lien end Women in Two Room
Schools of Seventeen North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
in
■to
Percentage of Certification
Time
Spent
Percentage 
of Totals
Sec.
Elem.
1st. 6.Klein. Sec. Gr Prof. urPr
None 
6 Weeks 12 ”
18 "
241 Year1 Y. 6 w
12 B 
18 W
O A  X  «
2 Years
3 Years
4 Years
7.71
1C.95
.72
,98
,49
29.10 
1.24 
6.46
2.49 
1.99
24.37
3,98
2.49
24.30 
43.64 
13.50 
3.10
2.70
2.70
23.65
27,95
15.05o r %t/ » W e/
6.42
10,75
1.07
5.35
40.28 
1.90 
9.83 
3.04 
3 • 04 
35.34 
6.03 
.38 100 00
Totals 99.97 99.94 99.87 99.94 100 00
Percentage 
cf Totals 99.98 9.20 O'2-.13 65.42 23
Twenty-eight per cent of the teachers in two-room schools 
or more have but one year or less of professional trainin 
while only 6 per cent have 3 years or more.
!
or more.
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per ce |nt hold s
or 56 per
l C y b of pro-
two iears
over one-
of pr0- , |
ears cr more.
nows: ( 1 )
er cerjt hold
grace pro-
is or less
ox' professional training while'only 5-per-cent-have-two ye 
-lore. Thus - it is--seen- that- -70 -per--cent--of-the women in on 
•teacher schools-have-twelve •weeks- -training or less - in comps
with 56 per cent of-tne--total number-of rural school teach
>
■ - Table-XKIj— dealing-with-two-room- schoo-s, chows: (l
j
9-per cent hold-second- grade-eleaien-taries-, 23- per cent hole- 
grade elementaries, 65 per cant hole second grace professi 
anu 2 per cent hold first grace professionals; (2 ) that 
cent have less than one year of professional training, 41 j 
cent have one year or mere and less than two years, 24 per 
have two years, and 6 per cent have three years or more, 
the greater percentage of teachers in two-room schools hav 
one year or more in professional training.
In comparing certificates of teachers by type of sc
T V
rs or 
e-
rison
that 
first 
mals, 
28 per
per
cent 
Thus 
2 spent
tools,
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Table XXII,- Tile Relation ci 
Professional Preparation 
of One Room Schools
Certification to Time Spent 
by Men Rural School Teachers 
in Seventeen North Pakota
in
Counties, 1925-26
Percentage of Certificatio n
Time Percentage Sec. Gr. lei . Sec. Gr. 1 st. Gr.
Spent of Totals Elen. El era Prof. Prof.
None '7.KJ5.89 44.00 24.99
6 Weeks 21.79 16.00 ' 37.49
1 2 " 3.4.10 18.00 . 8 .33
IS " 2.56 8.33
24 " 7.69 10.00 4.16
1 Year 1 0.26 8.00 8.33 50.00
1 Y. 6 W.n o 17->_ «rt • 1.28 25.00
18 W. 1.28 25.00
24 W. 5.15 4.00 O • O O
2 Years
3
4
Totals 10 9.00 100.00 99.96 100.00
Percentage
of Totals 99.99 64.10 30.77 5.13
Seventy-one per cent of men teachers in one-room schools 
have 12 weeks or less of professional training while 7 per cent 
have more than one year.
-23
Table XXIII,i Relation of Certification to Time Spent in 
Professional Preparation by Women Rural School 
Teachers in One Room Schools in 
Seventeen North laicota Counties, 1925-26
Time
Spent
Percentage 
of Totals
Percentage of Certification
Sec. Gr.
Elem.
1 st. Gr. 
Elem.
Sec. Gr. 
Prof.
1 st
Pro
. Gr.
I f .
Hone 29 .41 39.15 30.16
6 Weeks 23 ,38 27.93 27.44
12 16 .35 17.94 20.92
13 " 0 . 1 8 3.99 3.53
24 " 5.15 4.23 S. 15
1 Year 16 .24 4.98 8 .42 68.31
1 Y. C >7. .76 4.93
12 7/. 1 .09 7.04
13 7/. .54 3.52
24 V/. .54 3.52O V f \n v* csj .  ’w- 0 - - k  o 3 16 1.74 1.35 11.97
3 Years
4 Years . 1 1 .70
fnAto’iJ»  U W U *  W>
. . .
99 .93 99.96 99.97 99.99
Percentage
of Totals 99.98 44.01 ■ 40.39 15.58
Sixty-nine per cent of women in one-teacher schools have 
12 weeks cr less of professional training while 6 per cert have 
more than 1 year.
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Table XXIV,- The Relation 0 1 Certification to Time Cpen
Professional Preparation by Men Rural School Teachers
Two Room Schools in Seventeen Horth Dakota Counties, 1
m
r>1
025-26
Percentage of Certification
Time
Spent
Percentage 
oi .^otal*
Sec. Gr 
Slem.
1st.
Eleai.
Gr. Sec. Gr. 
Prof.
la
Pr
t. Gr.
bf.
IT one 
6 Weeks 12 "
18 «
24 1
1 Year
1 Y. 6
12
18.
24
2 Years
3
9.18
t5.38
66.66
> w 3
1.'' ^o' %J
15.38
J. . 00
1.53
3.06 
30.76 
13.84
3.06
21.05 
52.63 
10.52 
5.26
10.52 19.04
2.38 
2.33 
4.76
47.60
21.42
2.38 100.00
Totals 99.82 99.99 99.98 99.96 100.00
Percentage 
of Totals 99.95 A4,59 29.22 64.61 1.53
Twenty-four per cent of the men in two-teacher schoc 
more have 12 weeks or less of professional training while 
per cent have more than 3 years.
is o: 
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Table XXV,,- 
Professional
The Relation of Certification to re Spent
reparation by Worsen Rural School Teachc-ra in
!\vo Room Schools of Seventeen North Dakota Counties, 1925-
50
26
Time
Spent
Percentage 
of Totals
Percentage of Certification
See.- Go 
El era.
1st. Gr 
El era.
Sec. 
Prof
Gr 1 r> kJ
Pri
t. Gr.
?T AT* AW*» v-
6n t»
mSm*J
18 “
24 "1 Vo n ■mim 
1 , 6 
12 
13
W.
o
G?
4
V.o
10.09
4.75
3.26
1.78 
31.75
1.48
7.42
2.67
1.78 
23.14
2.08
2.37
20.59
52.94
11.76
8.82
2.94
2.94
24.32 
21.62 
16.21 
10.81 
6.11 
10.81
1.35
6.76
44.29 
2.26
11.30
3.16 
2. 71
32.95
3.16
00.00
Totals 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.87 100.00
Percentage 
of Totalc 99.99 10.09 il.95 65.58 *7. n•. o /
Twenty-two per cent of the women in two-teacher schoc
more have 12 peeks or 
cent have three years
less of professional 
or more.
tr:Lining while 4 per
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it may be seen that 85 per cent in the one-teacher schools no-a 
elementary certificates a-s compared with-32 per cent in th|e tvG- 
teacher schools; that 15 per cent in one-teacher scnoois mold 
proiessional certificates-as compared with 68 per cent in two- 
teacher schools. In comparing-the amount of professional train­
ing for the - different types of--schools it is found that 70 per 
cent in one-teacher schools-have less than-one year as compared 
with 28 per cent-ir*^the two-teacher schools; That 3-per cent 
in one-teacher' schools -have two-years or more compared witlh 31 
per cent-in the two-teacher schools.
- --Tables-pCII,XXIII,-X;;lV#anS XXV-indicate these facts: (l) 
in.comparing the professional-training of men by types of schools 
i-t- is-found -that 72-per • cent -in-one-room have twelve weeks or . 
less of -professional-training-as - compared-with 29 per cent in 
two-rooms; - that 15-per- cent in • one room have, one year or more as 
compared-with1-69-per-cent- in two- rooms; - (2) in comparing the 
proiessional - training of women by types of- schools, it is found 
that 69 per cent in one-teacher schooa.s have twelve weeks train­
ing cr less as compared with 21 per cent in the two-teacher 
schools; that 22 per cent in one room have one year or more of 
professional training as compared with 73 per cent in the two 
rooms; (3) a comparison of certification according to sex shows 
that 70 per cent of the men have one year or less of training as 
compared with 76 per cent for the women; that 30 per cent of 
the men have more than one year of training as compared with 25
O
 CH
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HART 5,- PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF RURAL SCHOOL TEACHERS lBY 
YPES OF SCHOOLS FOR SEVENTEEN NORTH DAKOTA COUi'iTIES, 1925^26
Per* cent 
Year Boor 
1
1 or
less 2
0 10 20 SO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
%
94
57
2
1
2
□
1
p
56
GO
36
00
3
nL
One-teacher schools have a greater percentage of 
teachers having 1 year or less of professional training 
while the two-teacher schools have a greater percentage 
the 2,3, and 4 years.
lor
Table XXVI, - The Relation ol Certification to Tiae Spent ifi
Professional Preparation by Beginning Rural School
Teachers of Seventeen ITorth .Ea.-cota Counties, 1926-26
53
Time Pertentage 
o£ Totals
Percentage of Certification
Sec. Gr, 1st. Gr. 
El era.
Sec. Gr. 
Prof.
Ist. Gr.
of.
ilcne 
5 -Y/eeics 12 " in
24 “
1 Ye' ^
1 Y.
23.32
25.30
17.06
12
18.
W.
\7.<jr
7
Ye;
Ye;
4 Years
3 ars
1.34 
20.54 
.27 
1.00 
,30 
l. 09 
7.50
o n
•  i
32.90 
34.46 
24.61 
. 75 
1.99 
4.16
..13
10.00
30.00
10.00
40.00
10.00
63.261 AO JL- • 6
4.08 
3.06
4.08 
24.49
100.00
i  a vcx.f 99.91 100.00 100.00 99.99 100.00
Percentage 
of Totals 99.98 70.77 <4/ * C* O 26.27 .26
Twenty-three per cent of beginning rural school teachers 
have no professional training while only 10 per cent have more 
than 1 year.
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Table XXVII,- The Relation of Certification to Time S-pent in
Professional Preparation by Beginning Teachers of One
ItQoza Schools in Seventeen llcrth Bakota Counties, 192o-2ii3
T'ir'ip 
£ p 0 4*1 0
Per
of
lent age 
totals
Poreontags of Certification
Sec. Gr.
j. «
3« *J t* • • iZ. a Sc c i • 
Pro!.
1
rsst. G ref.
hone i27. 21 r* V o O KJ ’.J « fwfw 14.25
6 '«eeks 27.86 \j • 00 28. 61
12 " 20.98 25.46 14.25
18 M '* ** • v> »; .40
24 M 1.64 2.02
1 Year 18.03 4.04 42.87 82.35
1 Y. . 6 *?. .33 1.96
12 ?/. .98 a,88
18 w. .65 3.92
24 \Y.
2 Years 1.96 1.21 5.88** Vp S' T1 CiO .1 CA V*-h4 j.Oai w
«59.97 99.97 99.88 99.99
rcentage
Totals 59..,9 80.98 o oo 16.72
Twenty-seven per cent ci the men ana women in one-tedcne: 
schools have no professional training; 48 per cent nave 21 
weeks or less while only 4 per cent have more than 1 yea]
per cent oi the- women.
- Ghar o -wi.sl empnas-ise she pxos tiLwicnuj.
of rural school - teachers by types cf schools.
• -The finclines • in this aivision of our chapter warrants
who -statomcnt -tnac - a ■ hign wX* percen tage ■ oi- teacher s wi oh a
amount-cf -professional training-are located in the one-room 
schools in ctjuiparisen with a higher-percentage of teachers: with 
advanced professional training who are located in the larger
L> U £’-u & «
c  j
The aeration of Certification to Tice Spent in 
Professional Preparation by i>egir*ning-Plural bcnool 1'e<-oners
Table- XXVI ■ shows that 23 -per cent of beginning rur. 
school teachers have no-professional training other than
little - they*-'-cjiay- have received- in--high school. o i x t y — o *
;
cent have- twelve v/eehs-or-less, 21- per cent have one year 
only 11 per -cent-have-more-- than - one year. - In comparing 
with the totals for-all rural- schoo-- teachers it is seen 
they have twice as great a percentage holaing second grad
mer.tary certificates and only 3 per cent holding first gr 
ementary certificates in contrast with 35 per cent for ai; 
school teachers. This difference is explained on the be 
the fact that one year of successful teaching ana reading 
worit will entitle those twenty years of age to a first gz 
elementary certificate.
Table XXVII, dealing with beginning teachers of or|e room
al
/hat
per
, while 
them 
that 
s eie- 
S-a e e — 
1 rural 
is of 
circle 
de
Table XXVIIII, - Trie Relation ol Certification to Time £per 
Professional Preparation by Beginning Rural School Teacr 
of Two Rocs: Schools in Seventeen Forth Dakota Counties,!
56
t in
ere
£5-26
Percentage of Certification
Time Percentage Sec. Gr. 1st. Gr. ^ec. Gr. 1st. Gr.
Spent of Totals «k b -L Crf 4'1 y Elen. Prof. Prol •
Done 7.35 29.41
C Weeks 1£ ♦ 23 47.06 w: 'i *7 01 oo • u
12 M 2.94 11.76
13 " 
24 "
1.4 7 5.88
1 Year 
1 Y. 6 7/.
52.35 5.88 *2 ** - Of OWi oO 42.55
“» o rn 1.47 2.13
18 77. 1.47 2.13 ‘OA '’V*v\fc .< • 5.38 8.61O Vp ^ y» c; 32.35 7. ^ 'i 44.67'Z UV// n
4..
1.4 7 1C0.00
Total 9O QP 99.99 99.99 99.99 1C 0.00
Percentage
of Totals 99.99 25.00 4.41 69.11 1.47
Forty-1'.vo per cent of beginning teachers have more than 
1 year of professional training.
CHART 6, - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 05' BEGINNING-RURAL SCHOOL 
TEACHERS BY TYPES 05 SCHOOLS FOR SEVENTEEN NORTH DAKOTA
COUNTIES,1925-26
Per cent 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 100
Time Room 
1
— y e a. r 
or less 2
1
Ho re than 
1 year 2
One-teacher schoola have 
teachers having 1 year or less 
while two-teacher schools have
a greater percentage oi tijieir 
of professional training
the •greater percentage
having more than 1 year.
shows the follow! ng- facto: (I) 27 per cent have no prole 
training; --{2} 7G per cent have less than twelve .weeks; (3 
per -cent have one year; and (4) only 2 per cent have two y 
or more. *
•Table- XXVIII, dealing with teachers •of -two rooms , i 
(l) that ?-per cent have-no training; (2) 23 per- cent have 
weeks or less*. (3)-41 -per cent have-one year; (4) 32 per 
have two years;- and (o) only-1 per cent have 3 years or m
In-comparing - the professional training of beginning 
ers-hy types-of■schools-it is found: (l) that 27- per cent 
one-teacher schools-have-no training in contrast with 7 pej 
in ■ the- two-teacher-schools; --(2 )-that 76-per cent in the 
teacher schools-have twelve-weeks or less in-contrast with 
cent in the-two-teacher--schools;- -(5) that 20 per-cent in 
teacher-schools have-one year in comparison- with- 41 per ceijt 
the --two-teacher schools; -and-(4) that 2- per--cent-in the 
teacher schools-have two-years or more in comparison with ; 
cent in the two-teacher schools. These facts will be fur 
emphasized in Chart 6.
A comparative study by types of schools of the thre£ 
vious tables shows: (l) that a greater per cent in the one 
schools have had less training than those in the two-room 
{2} that 96 per cent of the women in one-room schools have 
year .or less of training in comparison with 56 per cent fo
on
icnal 
) 20 
ears
ndicatea 
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ent 
re.
teach- 
in the 
cent 
ohe-
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Table XXIX, - The I.elation 
Experience of Rural 
north Eaicot
of Improvement in Certification 
School Teacners lor Seventeen 
Counties, 1925-26
59
to
'
Percentage s of Percentage s 0f
Improvement in no 1mprovomen t
. Certification in Certiir caticn
Yrs.' A t 0 • Oi Tot 2.1 2 E- O TT►v» a-i ■* 1 E- 1 E- 2 P- 2 E X -  ■ 2 P 1 PP • C C r /* 1 E o nK/ ^ 2 P 1 P 1 P
'
i 133 99. 1/ c- 18.02 7.60 .75 56.38 O *> *■"'<V • 15. Oo
2 259 99. 3 c40.92 7.72 1.93 O .3812 . G 0 1.16
o 231 99. 9655.57 14.92 . 86 - .43 S.Oe 1.25 7. 79 .43
A_ 132 9 9. 3962.87 15.91 <-v • 0 G 4.5o 13. 64
5 89 99. 3452.90 23.53 11.33 1.12 o • 61
C 43 99. 37 X  U  . 23.25 4.65 18. CC 4.66 8. r \
7 34 99. Do n  7, r; 38.26 2.94 2.94 11.76 11. 76
8 27 99. 3414.61 33 . 23 29.62 3.7318. 65
9 16 10D 25.00 37.50 6 . 26 12 . 50 18. 75
10 & 
Over
0 j 99. 9620 . 34 28.81 5.08 1.65 38 . 98 5.OS
Total 1023 99. 9045.17 16.03 2.05 .02 .02 24.54 1.08 10. 95 .04
Out of 1023 teachers 4-5 per cent advanced frcm a secend
grade eiemen i » 3 ry to a first grade eiement&ry ,  \vhile 25 per
cent holding second grade elementary eiementaries made no
improvement.
Key for certificate abbreviations:
2 !, - Second Grade Elementary. 
IE. - First Grade Elementary 
2 P. - Second Grade Professional 
I P . -  First Grade Professional
women in the tlwc-room schools; nncl (S) that 95 per cent qx the 
men in one-roora schools have one year or less or training j|n com­
parison with CO per cent for the men of the two-room schoo 
These conclusions closely parallel findings for all rural School 
teachers
The delation of Improvement in Certification 
to•'ifeperi'e'hc'c of ' Rural School Teachers
j
In Table--XXIX, dealing with the • relation • of improvement 
in certificationt to experience-of-all rural-school teachers,
the following--facts-will he-discussed; (l) a comparison if
percentage totals-for-the respective ■ types - of cs? tificatioi im­
provement; - (2-)-- a comparison for each type of certification im­
provement - -between ■ the -various- years; -■ (3) a - comparison of the
types-of certification-improvement with-each other. - When com­
paring the percentage-■ totals-fcr-~tue- re spec-live types - of cer-
t .
tifica-ti-on-improvementit -is-f-ound-that-45 per- cent-made the im­
provement -in - certification-from.second-grade- element ari os to first
i _
grade elcmentaries, while only 16 per cent progressed from second 
grade eleaentaries to second grade professionals. Twentyfiive 
per cent of those holding second grade eleaentaries made nt im­
provement at all. When comparing the types of certification im­
provement between the various years, it is found that 18 p|er cent 
of those having taught one year improved from a second grape 
elementary cerciiicate to a first grade elementary certificate in
60
acomparison with 66 per cent who have- taught tnree years. Sight 
per-cent of-those-having taught one year have advcnced fro 
second grace elementary to a second grade-prcieesicnal in Com­
parison-with 3fi-per-cent who have taught seven years. If most 
of -those- who have-taught--eight years-or more-showing advancement
from a second grade elementary-to a-second-grade prolessicbal. . ;
■were to-apply- these • credits now,-they would very iihely receive 
elementary certificates. -This-would•give us a gradual ta
off - of—the ■ extreme s-lor-t-nis-type of certification improve 
Of those-having-taught-one-year who-hold- second grade eiem 
56--per • cent made no- • improvement-i-n-comparison •' with 5 per- c 
have-taught-four ye-ar-s-.-— The greatest percentages of -the s 
ing.eecond-grade-element&ries-who-have made-no-progress in 
f-ication • are--found-at--the extremes. - -When comparing the 
certifica-tion-.-imppoveaient-with--each-other.,- it- is found- tha 
greater-percentages ~ei:-4roprovement~ from- the-second- grade e 
tary- certificates to -the-first -grade- elementary-certificat 
found in the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth years 
a gradual tapering off due to the presence of beginners an
old timers. In considering the improvements made from a 
giade elementary certificate to a second grade profession
certificate it is found that there is a gradual increase f
those who have taught one year up to those who have taught
years.
ine summary of this table may be thus stated: in
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Table XXX, - Tne hei 
Experience 61 Rural 
Seventeen .
rtion oi Improvement in Certiiication to 
Scnocl Teacners in One Room Schools oi' 
,'Iorth Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Yrs. ho. of 
Cases
Tots
Percentages of 
Improvement in 
Certification
Percentages oJ 
no Improvement 
in Certificat Lon
.1 2 E- 
1 E
2 E- 
2 P
1 E-
2 P
1 S-
1 P
2 $- 
i s
2 E 1 E n 1 ?
T_ 110 99.1(8 19.99 4.54 65.63 2. 73 S.i59
o 200 100 46.00 4.00 .50 43.00 .50 6.;50
3 171 99.96 75.43 10.52 11.11 1.17 1■w •75
A 76 99.1 0 61.53 6.55 1.31 2.62 7.'59
5 48 99. $>8 63.74 3 v o 20.85 2. i58
6 ' 26 99.66 49.98 11.53 25.07 7.69 7.'>9
7 9 99.99 66.66 o o o o 11. 111
8 12 39.96 24.99 8.33 49.98 S.35 8..53
9 6 GO dkfs 49.98 16.66 16.66 16.:5c
■ 1C & 39 99. £)S 28.00 10.15 56.20 0 • <54
Over
I
To cal 697 99. £50 35.06 7.03 .28 32.65 1.29 5. 59
Cut oi 697 teachers 55 per 
elementary to a first grade ele: 
second grade elementaries showed no improvement.
cent advanced from second 
:entary, while 33 per cent
grace 
bolding
improvements made from second-grade-elementariee to first
t
elementariee-with second-grade-■elementaries to second grad 
f-eseion&is,-it is seen that the greater percentage oi • imp2 
meat for the'-ft’irst-mentioned typee is-found from the secor 
the- fifth-year,- inclusive,- in- comparison-with..the third tc 
seventh year for -the-second mentioned type.
. .... -Table-'-OX deals-with the- relation of improvement in
certification-to -experience -of-rural school--teachers in or 
Wlien -comparing -the -percentage, totals-for the -respective tj
j
certification improvement-, - i-t -is-found-that S3- per cent mi 
improvement- from-second g-r-ade-elementaries- to -first grade 
ta-ries while - only--?-per-cen-t-prcgresset from second grade 
to.ries-to- se-c cad -grade-prof es-si-onals.-- - Thirty-tree per -Ci 
those- holding second grade elementaries made no improvemer, 
all. '
-----.-- -When • comparing-the -types.of- certification improve#
tween the various years,- it- is-found that 20- per cent of 
having' taught one year - improved from a second grade elerne 
certificate to a first grade elementary certificate in coiji. 
with SI per cent who have taught four years. -Thus it is 
that the greater-percentage of improvement from tne second 
elementary certificates to tne first grade elementary cer 
is found in the second, third, and fourth years with a gr. 
tapering off toward the extremes. live per cent of tthos 
taught one year have advanced from a second grade element
grade 
0 prc« 
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Table XXXI,- 
Experience 
oi S
n to
oi itara. 
eventeen
Vv* e i w • No. oi 
Cases
Total
Percentages of 
Improvement in 
Certification
Percentages 
no Improveme 
in Certiiica
if
itLion
2 E- 
1 E
2 E- 
2 P
1 E-
2 P
1 E- 
1 P
2 P- 
1 P
2 E 1 E p 1 P
1 23 9S .S>9 8.69 21.74 4.34 21.74 43 48
2 59 99.95 23.72 20.33 6.78 10.16 33 88 5.08
5 60 99.94 36.65 26.66 3.33 1.66 r£ % % 1.66 24 .99 1.66
4 56 99.74 37.49 28.56 5.36 7.14 21 .425 41 99.99 34.15 64.34 7.31 2.44 9.75
6 17 99.98 23.53 41.17 11.76 lx. 76 11 .76
7 25 100 20.00 52.00 4.0G 4.00 8.00 12 .00
8 15 9 9.82 6.67 53.2s 13.22 26 .64
& 10 100 10.00 50.00 10. oc10.00 20 .00
10 & 20 10C) 5.00 65.00 15.00 5.00 5.00
Over
Total 326 99. i)Q 26.0 7 34.96 5.83 .61 .61 7.67 .61 22. 3s 1.23
Out 01 526 teachers,35 per cent have advanced from a second 
grade elementary to a second grade professional certificate.
second grade professional in comparison- with. 12 per cent vrho have- 
taught six years,- Ox those having taught one year who, hold 
second grade elementaries, 64 per cent made no improvement in 
comparison with-5 per cent-in four years. Trie greatest per­
centages-of these -hording second grade elementaries wno nave 
made no progress in-certification--are - found at the extremes.
The -resuite.in-this-table-warrant the following con­
clusion: - the-greatest -percentage-- of- -improvement in - -the one- 
teacher •schoola is-found-in the-progression from a-second grade 
elementary to-a-first-grade--elementary-during toe second, third, 
end-fourth--year-s. - --This-may be-explained on - the basis that a 
lar-ge-pe r cent age - had-reached - the • -required year of 20 and had 
completed-at least-one-year of -successful teaching.
-Table -XXXI.dwals- with-the--relation-of improvement In
. >
certification- to - experience- of-rural school teachers in two rooms
■or mere.;— --.i/hen comparing• -the*-percentage-totals for the res-
>
pective types of--certif-icati-on-improvement, it is-found that 26
per cent made.the improvement in certification from second grade
'
elementaries to first grade elementaries and 55 per cent pro­
gressed from second grade elementaries to second grade pro­
fessionals. Eight per cent of those holding second grade elemen- 
taries and 22 per cent of those holding second grade profess ional  
showed no improvement.
^hen comparing the types of certification improvement be­
tween the various years, it is found that S per cent of these 
having taught one year improved from a second grade elementary
65
/
certificate to a-first- grade elementary certificate in comparison 
with. 5 per • cent- who have taught ten years-or more. Thus it is 
evident that the--greater-percentage of improvement from tc 
second grade- elcmentaries to-the first-grade clemenvaries is found 
in the second to the fifth years -inclusive, with a gradual! de­
crease toward the- ten-year extreme. There is a gradual improve­
66
ment from -one-l year -to- ten-years-for mhose-advancing from tne
second grace elementary to the second grade-professional, 
that-a- large--per cent-of those teaching five-years or more 
started-out -w-i-tn-low certification byt improved it- as thei
shewing
r teach-
mg' -experienced-increased in-years.- - There is a gradual u|e crease 
from-one-year-to-ten for -those - -who show no improvement holding 
holding -second grade p-re-fes-sion-als. - • This-shows that tne [Less 
experienced teachers-received- most--of--their-professional t (raining 
fcef ore-starting to-tea-ch-ana-have-made • little or no effort tc en­
large upon this-pr-oli-min&ry professional training-.
.....The-outstanding-fact-apparent-in--tills-table conclusion is
that the greatest percentage of improvement in the twe-teupher 
schools is found in the progression from a second grade elemen­
tary to a second grade professional with a gradual increas 
throughout the ten-year period.
In comparing types of schools it is found that tv/ic 
many in the one-teacher schools as in the two-teacher schools .n 
have made the improvement from a second grade elementary to a 
first grade elementary; that five times as many in the two-
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CHART 7,- A rjRRCJi'UTAGS CORFARISON OR IFPROVELTRT U  CERT I*
BY TYPES OF SCHOOLS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS 111 SEVENTEEN NORTH DAKOTA
COUNTIES, 1025-26
Division A:
Per cent
Type of 
Certificate
2 Elem.
2 Elem. to 
1 Elem,
2 Elem. to 
2 Prof.
ELEMENTARY CERT IF I CATE S
0 10 20 50 40 50 60 70 SO 00 3.00
Room
33$
8^ jj
1
2
1
2
53)2
26$
7$ □
35$
Division B: PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATES
Per cent
Type of Room 
Certificate
1
2
1
p
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 00 TOO
2 Prof.
2 Prof, to 
1 Prof.
6$
22$
0$
D
D
The highest percentage of the teachers in one-teache 
schools have advanced, from second clementaries to first 
elementaries, while those in two “teacher schools have ad­
vanced to second professionals.
Table X X ' A ' L I , - Tiae Relation of Improvement in Certii'icatiou to
Experience 0 1 Women Teachers in One Room Schools ox Seventeen
North laXota Counties, 1925- 26
Percentages c>f Percentages i)f
Improvement in no Ixaprovemeiit
Certiiicaticn in Ccrtifica lion
Yrs. No. of Total 2 E- 2 E- 1 E- 1 E- 2 P- 2 E 1 E 2 ;D 1 P
Cases cf/o 1 E 2 P 2 P 1 P 1 P
1 95 99 i)9 is.cc 4.21 68.41 3.16 10 , 53
2 186 99. 3n 46.24 4.30 .53 41.92 . 53 6 ,44
3 163 99.£)7 76.6811.03 9.19 1.23 1 ,84
4 71 99. £)7 81.66 7.04 1.41 1.41 8 ,45
5 45 99. £>2 68.82 6.66 22.22 2 €\r"
6 24 99. £)8 54.1612.50 24.99 totoCO
7 S 99.99 66.66 22.22 11 ,11
8 11 99.99 27.27 9.09 54.54 9.09
9 6 93.96 49.98 16.66 16.66 16 ,66
lJ & 37 99.3 7 29.7210.81 56.74 2 ,70
Over
Total 647 99.3>4 53.92 7.25 .30 31.67 1.39 5 ,41
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Rifty-iour per cent of the 647 women teachers have 
from a second grace elementary to a iirst grade element) 
certificate while 32 per cent holding second grade elemi 
show no improvement.
.uvancec. 
dntaries
Table XXXIII,- The Relation of Improvement in Certiiicat
Experience of Sen Teachers in One Room Schools of
Seventeen North LaLcota Counties, 1925-26
Lon to
—
Yrs. No. of 
Cases
Tot;
%
,1
Percentages of 
Improvement in 
Certiiication
z X GC»i »? u
no Improvemen 
in Certificat
r
t
Lon
2 E- 
1 E
2 E-O "D 1 E-2 P
1 E- 
1 P
2 F- 
1 P
2 E 1 E 2 ;D 1 p
g ■15 9 9 .  S33 59.94 6.66 n 'z n •z
1 2 14 99.96 42.84 5?. 12
5 8 100 50.00 50.00
4 5 100 80.00 20.00
5 3 99.99 Co. 66 nt *2 m
6 2 10C 10 )
/
8 1 10C 10>)
9
10 £ 2 10C 50.00 50. )0Over
Total 50 10C 50.00 4.00 38.00 8 .  <)0
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One-half of the men teaching in one-room schools adv 
from a second grade elementary to a first grade elementar 
while 38 per cent holding second grade elementaries shovve 
improvement.
-.ncea
Ja no
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dole IIV, - The Relation of Improvement in Certification to
Experience of ’"omen Teach ere in tne Two 
Seventeen North Dakota Counties,
Room Schools 
.025-26
Of
Yrs. No. of 
Cases
To toat
Percentages of 
Improvement in 
Certification
♦
*r; -. v>.. r a . - , r Jr- C9 C>vii w v- m v>
no Improvemen 
in Certificat
,t
ion
1 2 E- 
1 E
2 E- 
2 P
1 E-
2 P
1 E- 
1 P
2 P-
Xi-A. A
2 E 1 E 2 I! 1 P
1 20 100 10.00 25.00 5.00 20.00 40.C0
2 51 99.99 *•-<J o OO 19.61 7.84 9.80 35. i9 3.92n 51 99.99 35.29 27.45 3.92 1.96 1.96 25.4 9 1.96
4 48 99.99 39.58 29.16 6.25 6.25 13.75
5 34 99.98 35.29 49.99 8.32 2.94 2.94
6 16 100 18.75 43.7512.50 12.50 12. c0
7 19 99.9S 26.51 47.37 5.26 5.26 15. 79
8 8 100 75.0C 25. C0
9 9, 99.99 11.11 55.50 11.11 22.1;210 & 15 99.90 6.66 53.2819.98 6.66 6.66 6. L6
Over
Total 271 99.98 26.94 35.05 7.01 .74 . 36 6.27 .74 21.7 7 1.10
Twenty-seven per cent of the women in two-teacher schools 
advanced from a second grade elementary to a first grace 
elementary. Thirty-five per cent went from second grace 
element&ries to second grade professionals.
foie XXV,- The Relation of Improvement in Certifies*
Experience cl hen Teachers in Two Room Schools
Seventeen North Ealcota. Counties, 1025-26
iron
ol
Yrs. Ho . of 
Cases
Tots
/<>
.1
Percentages of 
Improvement in 
Certification
Pe;
no
in
reontapes 
-Linjp so v cm 
Certif ic<
of
;nt
ition
r) 771
1 i
2 E-
0 p «*»
•L -iY
2 P
1 E- 
1 P
2 P- 
1 P
O TP 1 E 2 1 P
1 3 99.$*9 OO • Ov. 68 . >6
2 8 IOC . 25.00 25.00 12.50 25. )0 12.5
3. 9 99.2i'j 44 . 44 90 OO►h 0 *2* 11.11 22. i24 8 iod 25.00 25.00 12.50 37. >0
5 7 99.2>9 28.57 42.155
6 1 IOC 100
7 G go c>9 06.66 33.33
S 7 99.99 14. 28 28.57 28.57 28. 57O 1 10C • 100
10 & 5 10C 100
Over
Total 55 99.S6 £1.82 04: « O *2- 1.81 14.55 25. t5 1.81
Twenty*• two per cent of the men teachers in twe-rcom school
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teacher scnoojjs as -in the one-teacher schools- have improve^ from 
a . second -grade-elementary - to a-second grade prof cssional; that 
the - one-teacher-schools have- almost five times as many as the 
■two-teacher- edhools-ho-ldi-ng-second -grade elementary certificates 
who-have-made no improvement. Chart 7 ./ill farther emphasize 
these facts.—
- A-comparison-of- Tables-XXXII,- XXXIII, XXXIV, and XXCV- -
show :.(l) that in—the---case--of-the-men 50 per cent in the one-
teacher-schools-have-made - improvement in certif ication from a 
■second-grade-element ary- to--a—first- grad e - elementary • in comparison 
with - 22 - per - cent -in - the two-teacher-schools;- -that- 4 -per- cent in 
the- -one-teacher- schools-have - advanced- f rom-a- second grade- elemen­
tary to--a-second--gradu--professional-in comparison with 35 per cent 
•in -the-- two-teacher--schools-that- of -those holding-second grade 
elamentari-es,- -38-per-Cent -in—the -one-teacher- schools have iiacie no 
improvement in comparison. with--15-per cent- -in the two-teacher 
schools: ■ -(2)-- that-in the case of--the-women, -54 per cent of 
those in the one-teacher schools have advanced from a second grade 
elementary to a first grade elementary in comparison with 27 per. 
cent in the two-teacher schools; that 7 per cent in the one- 
teachcr schools have made improvement in certification froja a - 
second grade elemenatry to a second grade professional in 
parison with 35 per cent in the twopteacher schools; that 
cent Oi those holding second grade elementary certificates 
tne one-teacher schools made no advancement in certificati<
Con- 
22 per 
in
dn in
comparison -with 6 per cent- in the-two-teacher schools; (3 
in comparing the averages of the -sexes, 36 per cent oi the
advanced I -ora a-second grade- elementary to a first grace c.Lemen-
73
) that
men
pertary in compa-tison-with 42 per-cent by the women; that 20 
cent oi" the--men improved-fx’om-a-second grade elementary certifi­
cate to -a second -grade-'-professional in comparison with 20 per 
cent-by-the-women;--- that of those-holding second grade elementary 
certificates,I27-per-cont of the~men -made no improvement in corn- 
parison with -14 -per oent-by-the<■ women. ■ -- -
—  , .......The - findings - in thi s -divi-si on • of our- chap ter warrant
following- statements:- ---that- tne- least improvement of elem 
certificates - in-relation -to-exi^ e-rience-is found-in-the one 
schools-in contrast, to -'the- -greater amount of improvement i 
t.vo-teachor-schGo-.s;-- and-that -the-one-teacher schools sho 
greater- percentage of-non-improvement in certification aco 
to experience-than-the-two-teacher DGhools.--
- Cha.pt.er Conclusions...When -tailing-up the relationship of
certification to age of beginning teachers it is seen that
the
entafy 
-teacher 
n tiie 
w a
ording
the
type of certificate closely corresponds with the respective age;
thus, the highest per cent of those unuer twenty hold secc 
-^LC.de elementary certificates and are located in one-teaci 
schools. When considering, the relationship of certificati 
time spent in professional preparation of all rural school 
it is evident that a close relation exists between the t\v 
instance, out of 509 teachers securing professional train!
na -
er
on to 
teachers 
c; for
nsO a only
C.L
t:.
27 or-,05-per cent-went to school -more--than two- yea 
aliotcd time • necescary to secure a Stoddard life prof es si or 
This condition- is equally true-of- 'beginning school teacher 
highest per cent-ci whoa-hold only elementary certificates) I , ...
li.ee-manner, it-may-be • seen-that- improvement in certific 
bears- a-very-close -relationship with- experience; thus, th 
est percentage~c-f • those--in-one-teacher schools, improved th 
certificate from-a second grade elementary to a fi-rst grad^ 
tary-during the--fi-rst-part of--the ten-year- period v/nile th 
two-teacher• systems showed--their-highest• percentage of imp 
men-t-by-advancing--frem-a--second-grade elementary• to a sedc 
professional--during-the -middle .part-of- -this period.
-- - -It • is -quite -evident- that-a- close- -relation in certification
exists-between-age, -profess-ioaal training, and experience. Cer­
tification • in--vhe-o-ne—tea-cner schools-resoive-e itself-into the 
matter-of -a-minimuia-amount-of training and age- requirements in 
comparison with more advances training aiu experience in the two- 
teacher schools.
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■ In- Chapter III, dealing- with certification,• it was seej 
a close relation existed -between-the -type-oi certiiicate 
and the • te&oher-s- age-,--professional training and-experience 
a-tj pica-1--nineteen--year-old- in- all probabilities held a se 
grade -elementary, - had twelve-weeks or less ci training and
year of-experience-in contrast-with-a teacher twenty- two
>
eld, holding-a-second grade professional-ana having had t.v
of--training-and-three years--oi-experience-. In tnis chapt
tenure . and-experience- our-purpose si;all be that of showing
teacher-experience and relationship of tx:e number of years
to. the number of 'schools'taught' in by 'tne respective -teacab
-When- considering-experience. Table XXXVI snows that
;
cent have taught#one year or less, lb per cent have tau.gr 
years, and 1? per cent have taught 3 years. The second 
years are tne high water marks of experience, after whicn 
a gradual decrease ci percentage with the increasing years 
In considering the relation ox tenure tc experience 
riay be seen that 1.37 years in tne average length of time 
one school by all rural school teachers. There is a gr 
ciuiicing up ci time spent in each school to an average of 
at the seventh year, alter thich there is a gradual decline
L
that 
eld 
Thus 
tond 
one 
ears 
years 
r on
taught
.\ 7*0
36 per
hb two 
add third: 
hi ere is
it
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ible XXXVI,- The Relation of Tenure to Experience of 
School Teachers Tor Seventeen North lahota 
Counties, 1925-26
Kur
Number of Schoo us Taugilt in
Yrs. Total Eercer.t- Agg1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 & age cif Aver
.
Over Years age
0 368 368 26.41) 11 133 133 9.51i T_2 96 163 259 18.6!2 1.233 18 118 95 231 16.6() 1.284 4 40 63 25 132 9.4<) 1.425 8 47 27 7 89 6.4() 1.116 5 12 16 7 5 43 3.0;) 1. 527 2 11 12 6 5 34 2.4-1£ 1. 798 5 8 6 5 2 1 27 1.9- 1.679 5 6 •x 1 4 19 1.3* 1.59io 6
Over 1 7 9 12 8 4 2 2 11 56 4.0Ji 1.64
Total 619 335 240 102 44 24 7 7 2 11 1391 99.8!) 1.37
al
Three-fourths of 1391 teachers have taught 3 years o^ less 
while 1.37 years is tneir average tenure in one school
|
Table XXXVII,- The Relation ci Tenure to Fxperience oi KSchool Teachers in One Room Schools for Seventeen
North Dakota Counties,1925-26
ural
77
Number oi Schools Taught in
Yrs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101
Oyer
Total Ferce
CxQO O
"k* f i  V I  Q  
y  Vb W  O. fa j
it-
L'
ags.
Aver­
age
0 292 292 29.5 2 1
1 110 110 11.1 2 1
2 77 123 2QG 20.2 2 1.24
3 16 78 •77 171 17.2d 1.27
4 KJ 23 34 14 76 7.6 3 1.44
5 4 26 13 5 43 4.8 3 1.47
6 3 6 12 2 3 26 2.6 J 1.56
7 1 1 3 3 1 9 .9L 1.66
8 2 2 2 4 1 1 12 1.2 I 1.52
9 o 1 2 1 3 9 . 9I 1.44
10 &
Over 1 4 6 8 3 4 2 8 . 36 3.6 2 1.62
TO. 498 235 150 52 21 13 6 4 2 8 989 99.9 3 1.32
Three-fourths of 989 teachers have taught 3 years o 
while but one-tenth have taught 6 years or more. Their 
age length of tenure in one school is 1.32 years.
■ less 
aver-
.ole XX7VIJLI,- Tiie Relation cl Tenure to Experience of Jfrural 
School Teachers'in Two Room Schools for Seventeen 
Kortn Eaxcta Counties, 1925-26
73
■y -r* o i «•* ** •
Rumour o- School *7' »~v »■>, •«• 4-j in
Total
•
Perce 
age o. 
Years
it-Agg.
Aver­
age
1 2 O 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 a 
Over
0 76 76 19.0 D 1
1 23 23 5.7 jp 19 40 59 14.5 J 1.18•?.kJ 2 40 18 60 14.7 3 1.32
4 1 15 29 11 56 14.0 ) 1.38
5 4 21 14 2 41 10.2 5 1.49
6 6 4 5 o<-** 17 4.25 1.45
i 7 1 10 9 o 2 25 6.25 1.84
8 .3 6 4 1 1 15 3.7J 2.11
9 O • ,.5 1 1 10 2.00 1.76
10 & 3 3 4 5 2 3 20 5.0 0 1.71
Over
To.
—
121 100 90 50 23 11 1 3 3 402 100.0 0 1.46
One-half.of 402 teachers have taught from 2 to 5 ye 
Their average length of tenure in one school is 1.46 years.
- - -r* “IW«fc- C iJ m
lo
According to this- table, the highest- percentage of 
school teachers have 3 years or ^ese of experience and the 
est consecutive length of time spent in one school is found
5 years of service. ..- --..... -
’7hen - talcing up this problea-froa the angle of - tenures 
found - that 1*32 years is-the-average-length .of tome spent 
school by- teachers•of-one-room-schools.- --This is somewhat 
the • &ve rage -for- -that- of - al 1- r u-ra-1 --teachers. Furthe rmo re, 
is a-gradual increase-to-the seventh year-in the-average 
of-time spent-in-one school. This high point is followed
gradual decrease.----- - — ...— - ....... *
The-majority of -the- teachers- -in the one-room school 
three -years-or -less- of-experience and have spent an averag 
1.52 years-or less- in one school.-- -- -- -.......- ’ -•
...—  -When- edn-sidering-the problem-of-experience-for tire-
?
in-two-r-com■ schools-,- Table-XXKVIIX reveals the fact- that 2
cent -have taught-one- year for loss-, 53 per cent have had f:
> ••• • >
to five years experience, inclusive, leaving but 11 per ce 
have taught eight years or more.
A further study of this problem from the angle of tfc 
discloses the- fact that 1.46 years is the average length o 
spent in one school by the teachers of two-room systems, 
more, there is a gradual increase to the eighth year at which 
point the average of 2.11 years are spent in one school.
The majority of the teachers on the two-teacher solidol
f ter
i, it is
n one 
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SCHOOLS IN SEVERTEEN
ERGS I OR RURAL SCHOOL TEAC 
NORTH LAXOTA COUNTIES,152
HERS
5-26
Per cent 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 60
Years of 
Experience
0
1
2
3
4
Above
Gne«-tea<jhier schools have a greater percentage oi less 
experienced teachers while the two«teacher schools have a 
greater percentage of more experienced teachers. 1
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CHART 9,- A COMPARISON CP TENURE BY TYPE 01' SCHOOL 
SEVENTEEN NORTH DAKOTA CO UNTIES,1925-26
EOR
Yec.ro 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.20 1.40 1.00
One teacher 1.22 r 1
schools ------------------
Two teacher 1.46 
schools
Teachers of two-room schools stay .14 of a year 
l^nser in each school than those in one-teacher 
schools.
Table XXXIX,- The Relation of Tenure to Experience 
Teachers in One Room Schools lor Seventeen 
llorth R&icota Counties, 1925-26
of v n
Yi* s #
i
Numbe:r of Schools Taught in
Total Eercer 
age ci 
Years.
it- Agg.
Aver­
age
1 o 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 a 
Over
0 28 28 35.9 0 I
1 15 15 19.2C* TUrn
2 4 10 14 17.8 3 1.1V
3 5 3 . 8 10.2 3 1.26
4 1 4 5 6.4 i— 1.43
5 2 1 ' i tO 3.8 3 2.14
6 2 2 O  ^f *  •  \ J 5 1.00
7
8 1 1 1.23 2.00
9
10 &
Over
i
1 1Urn 2 2i-55 2.85
To. 47 19 8 1 1 2 •78 99.90 1.51
Seventy-three per cent of the men in one-teacher 
have two' years or less of experience which leaves but 
cent who have 5 years' or more. Their average length 
in one school is 1.31 years.
sci10
of
Iioolc
per
tenure
2achers
in One Room Schools xor Seventeen No rth lalccta Coun ..x e s, 195H5-26
Yrs.i •
±,s Ui.iber oi Schools Ta1 * ir"> “
Total Perce 
age o 
Years
nt<
L
• Agg 
Aver
age
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s .9 10 a 
Ovex
0 264 264 23.9 5 1
1 95 95 10.43 1o*w 73 113 186 20.49 1.24
3 16 73 74 163 17.85 1.27
4 3 24 30 14 71 7.79 1.44
5 2 25 13 5 45 4.94 1.44
6 3 6 12 2 1 24 2.63 1.63
7 1 *1mL 3 3 1 9 .99 1.66
3 2 1 2 4 1 l 11 1.21 1.49
9 2 1 2 1 6 .65 1.68
10 <5. 4 6 7 % 4 3 2 8 37 4.06 1.13
Over
Tc. 451 216 142 51 20 11 6 4 2 3 911 99.9 6 T *2, 7.—w • WV
S3
Seventy-one per cent ox' the women teachers in cnc-r 
schoo-s have 3 years or less ox experience, leaving but 
cent "Who have 5 years or more. Their average lengtn ox 
in one school is 1.33 years.
com 
9 per 
tenure
2 6 4 2 8 6
Table XLI, - The Relation of Tenure to Experience oi lien 
Teachers in Two Room Schools Tor Seventeen
North 33 axeota C0un ties, 1925-26
Yrs
Number of- Schools Taught in
Total Percei 
age o 
Years
it.• Agg. 
Aver­
age
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 & 
Over
0 10 10 15.3 3 1
1 3 3 4.0 L 1
O A 4 8 12.3 3 1.33
3 1 5 3 9 13.8 it 1.35
4 1 2 4 1 8 12.3 ) 1.52
5 4 3 7 10.7 3 1.46
e 1 1 1.53 1.20
7 1 4 6 9 . 2 hro 2.33
8 1 3 ' 2 1 7 10.7J 1.81
9 1 1 1.53 1.50
10 & 1 2 1 1 5 7.0j 1.61
Over
To. 19 12 17 8 5 2 1 1 65 99.9 1.59
To rty-seven per cent of the men teachers in two-room
schools or more have from 2 to 5 years ox experience ana 31 
per cent have 5 years or more. Their average length oi tenure 
in one school is 1.59 years.
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orTable XIII,- The Relation of Tenure to Experience
Teachers in Two R0om Schools for Seventeen north 
' Dakota Counties, 1525-26
iVoiaen
Yrs.
Humber ox Schools Taught in
Total Percei 
age a 
Years
it-• Agg 
Aver 
age
1* 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 3 5 10 6Over
0 66 66 19. 5 1
1 20 20 3.913 1o 15 56 51 15.1.J 1.17
8 1 35 15 51 15.1 j 1.32
4s 13 25 10 48 14.2 1.36
5 4 17 17 11 2 34 10. O'i 1.50
6 6 4 4 2 16 4.7 3 1.45
7 6 8 3 2 19 5.6-1 1.73
8 2 .%KJ 2 J, 1•w 8 -O ‘ %i 1.82
9 3 5 1 9 2.6 / 1.80
10 & 2 3 2 5 1 Ofrw '15 4.4,3 1. 74Over
To. 102 88 73 42 13 Q 1 2 2 237 99.9 J 1.44
The majority of women teachers in two-room schools c 
have from 2 to 5 years of experience. Only one-fifth of 
have more than six years of experience, 
of tenure in one school is 1.44 years.
Their average 1
c mere 
them 
ength
XT
Cnu
have -had from-two to five years of experience and nave spe 
average of 1.49■years or - lose in-one school,
..- In ■ making a - comparison of - experience for teacie re in
two—teacher schools- i-t is—found that 25 per cent of the te 
in tv7o-toache-r-systems have -taught-one-year or less in com] 
with 41 per c«nt--f or-the-same-amount--of tine in--tne one-te 
systems.- -The'percentage of--those-teaching- from two to fi 
is about-tne-sane-for-the-two-types of - schools. - For eigh 
or-more • it-is-twice--as -great-in the two-room schools, 
places additional -emphasis upon-such- facts. - 
- In--an-'comparison -of ■ tenure- between the two • types oi
it- is-found-that-the re-is a-difference- of .14 of a year fo 
average ■ time spent--in--one-school-in favor of the two-room 
The-greatest-average-length of-time--spent-in-one- school fo 
one- teache-r-systems ia-l.-6-2 years-in comparison-with 2.11 
for-the-two-teacher systems. Chart S will stress facts a 
this line. - . ....... ..  -- .
In a continued study of this question on tenure and 
perience from the sex angle, the following facts have been 
ducted from Tables XXXIX, XL, XII, and XLII. There are t 
many men in the one-teacher schools as in the two-teacner 
who have had two years cr less of teaching experience, 
ly, there are five times as many men in two-teacher school 
the one-teacher schools who have taught six years or more, 
furthermore, the men in the two-teacher schools show .28 
year greater tenure than those in the one-teacher schools.
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- It is found in -handling • these? ecune f'&cu from the v 
point of - Vue • women ■ that thore-a.ro- 20 per cent more in the 
teacher- schools-than in-the ■ two—teacher schools .'/no-have t 
two-years of-le-sa* - - Twice-as many-in the two-teacher sch 
as in- the--one-teacher schools,- -have • taught • six years or' mo 
furthermore -tne women in the two-teacher schco-s show .11
year more tnuro. • -- - ----—  —  •...- --........
......In malting-a-comparison - of tenure 'Upon an- average ba
attention--is called- -to the fact that the men have a slight
vantage over--^ he- women-.--- -----  ---  — • --
---  ---In-going-baolc-over--this-chap ter - it- is apparent - that
cral-cut standing facts-are--very noticeable-.^ - The one-teac 
school s-have-the-greater- number- of-teachers with-three- ye 
and ■ less -of-expe-rfence - wuile -the- -two-teacher- schools have 
greater-number—with-frem- twc; to-five-years of- experience, 
opposite-is txue-for-those-who nave--taught- six years or me 
furthermore, there- is a-better tenure average in the tv/o-t 
systems than in the one-teacher systems. These iacts may 
explained upon the basis that the teachers-having better p 
sessional preparation and ability move on to the larger sc. 
systems.
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Chapter V 
SALARY
In Chapter IV which- took up- the question of tenure end
experience,--facts- were-given • to-the effect that three-f cuifths
ci the- total- rural 'School- teaching--force had taught three years
or-less--while hut one-fifth-had taught five years or more.
Furthermore-, that- their average-tenure in one school was put 1.37
years.-- The-purpose of the-present -chapter shall ue that of
■showing -the relation of salary to their age, eertific&tioij, and
experience. - — •   ----- --
-.. - Salary -in- Eolation to- Age •
.....-—The - salar ies-received- by teachers - in horth-Ii&kota
; •
greatly, both- -in-res: ect to sex ana types of •-schools.- Ti 
salaries of the teachers in the seventeen counties, repre 
by 1391-cases, as snown in Table XLIII,- range from $64 to 
per mertth. The mecion salary of this group is $89 which 
than ont-half-received less than this amount per month, 
midcle 50 per cent receive a salary ranging from $82 to $ 
month which fact indicates a close grouping of salaries a 
mid point.
It will be seen that the majority of teachers are uncer
vary
hese
Rented
$210
means
The
97 per 
Lout the
Table XLIII,- The Relation of Salary to Age of Men an 
Women Rural School Teachers in Seventeen 'North 
Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Ages Number 
of Cases
Median
Salary
Range of Salary
Middle 
50 % High LoW
18 160 $ 83.57 •$ 12 $ 125 $ 65
19 201 84.49 12 135 65
20 246 87.28 11 , 135 70
21 240 89.91 14 165 70
22 172 89.88 16 155 70
23 102 93.40 17 175 75
■ 24 69 100.36 14 175 80
25 55 100.36 25 190 80
26 29 102.50 24 190 70
27 23 101.50 23 145 70
28 17 102.50 33 155 80
29 12 102.50 22 155 80
30 & 75 95.50 39 210 65
Above
All 1391 89.38 16 210 65
Half of all rural school teachers receive less than 
Starting at $83.57 for beginners, the metian salaries bui 
to $102.50 at the 26th year, after which they recede. A 
range in salary for ail ages may be notec throughout.
$89.38. 
id up 
wide
Tabic XLIV,- The Relation of Salary to Age oi' Rural 
School Teachers oi’ One Room Schools in Seventeen 
' Worth Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Range of Salary
Ages Number Median Middle High Lo-V
c>f Cases Salary 50 %
i s 140 $ 83.23 % 11 $ 100 *V 3519 161 83.28 10 105 35
20 1S6 85.53 10 120 35
21 169 87.82 10 120 70
22 120 87.84 10 115 70
23 58 89.23 10 115 ■* 7b
24 '33 92.30 9 110 j30
25 28 90.83 12 110 i30
26 & 
Above
84 89.37 10 125 70
All 989 86.55 11 125 155
Half of 
month or less 
those of any 
salary builds
the teachers in one-room schools receive v8?
while, there is but a small range in salary 
age.- Starting in at $ 83 for beginners, th 
up to £92 at the 24th year and then recedes
per
lor
/ 91
•s of age, yet the salary builds up to the 26 th"
en th i s- p 1 an e ■ for three years-,aiter which it
es,-.-Beyond- thi-s age there seems to be n< pos-
itive - relationleuip- between* age- -and• -amount ox' ealary received. 
This-can be illustrated-beat-'ey studying-the group ox teachers
receiving- the me., ian--salary of-§95;- this is a combination
agessfrom 52 to 64-in which- there-is a-range from §75 to
month with a •spread of $39-for-the middle 50 per-cent,
- The-salaries-of •■those'up to 20 years of age, which
sente almost one-half of the-total-teaching- force, has a sp
of-but $12, from 21--up -to • -24~ there - 4 s - a; gradual increase• )
spread-up—to~-$l?r ---Furthermore-y-lrera-24 to 29, the spread 
approximately-$25- remains-on a-plateau- wnich is followed b^ 
increase in spread for the middle 50 per cent of the succeed
ages.- ----- ----- -- - ........ .....- - - -.....-----
—  - — Probably--the--cutstanbing- facts - of - the - data • just pre
is the scattering of-cades both in-respect to salary ana a
>
while there is a definite, positive relationship evident f 
teachers 13 to 27 years, there- is practically no relation 
the ages and salaries beyond the 27th year. In other wor 
is no tendency for older teachers to receive higher salari 
Table XLIV, dealing with the relation of salary to 
teachers of one-room echoo-s, gives us the following facts 
median salary for all the teachers is §87; and the median 
for those IS ana 19 years old is virtually the same, while
of
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Table XLV,- The Relation or Salary to Age ol Rural School 
Teachers in Two Room Schools oJL Seventeen North 
Dakota Counties, j.925-26
Ages Number 
ol Cases
Median
Salary
Range ol Salary
Middle
oQ
High Low
18
19
20 
21
24
25
26 8 c
Above
20
39
51
71
52 
44 
26 
27
72
$ 95.00 
91.25 
94.11 
101.03 
103;33 
103.46 
110.00 
114.37 
121.67
v 18
16
15
18
23 
18
24 
37 
33
0 125
JLOO
135
165
15o
175
175
195
205
v 0
75
75
75
70
75
><0
35
35
All 402 103.11 23 i05 70
There is a steady increase cl salary icr each added 
All the years have a '.vide range;
year,
is a gradual increase -to -$S2 at 24 years alter which there is 
slight decrease lor the advancing years. -
The-spread- i or the* middle 50 per cent is virtually 
same ■ for- all • the dill'erent- years, indicating a homogeneous 
hut a wide variation in ages. In considering the middle 
cent, one-third'who are IS- anu 19 receive iron $7S-$83,•onp 
of those from 20-to 22 -years old receive from $80 to $00,
me
salary 
00 per 
-hall
cL
in a
one-filth or-those- from-23 cn receive-$85 to $95,- This indicates 
that there is no tendency for older teachers to receive higher
salaries.- --- - -------- --- :--- ---- ------ - - ■
-.... - In further considering'-this-problem on- the relation of
salary-tc-age-far--the two-teacher- schools, -Table-XLY, several out- 
standing-facts■ may-be-seen.------She-median- salary for all th£ teach­
ers is-$103.- Tpiere-is a-consistent -increase-with advanci
years--starting with- the--raseian—of $95-f or those- 18 years* /
In the-middle•50 per-cent,-a -wide-range starts with $18 fo 
IS-years old and consistently-increases to-$55. This is 
again as much as the range for beginning teachers. Three 
of the teachers in- two-roora schools are £5 years old or un 
have a salary spread from $70 to $210. A few of the teac. 
above 25 years receive increased salaries. In all cases s 
salaries were received by those acting as principals of co 
dated schools.
A contrast will be made between types of schools,
is a difference of $16 between the medians in favor of the two-
d.
v those 
almost 
-fourths 
er but 
ers 
■jch 
laoli-
There
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CHART 10,- A COli EAR ICON FOR THE RELATION OF SALARY TO Aq>l 
OF LTFI'L'RRljiTLY TYPED SCHOOLS III SEVENTEEN NORTH DAKOTA
COUNTIES, 1925-20
Salary 
Age Room 
1
IS
19
20
21
22
25
24
25
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
2
1
2
26 &
above 2
88
105
89
1 92
2 110
91
114
89
122
£70 80 90 100 110 120 150 140 150
£85
95
83
91
SO
94
88 [ 
101
r
103
j
Teachers In one room schools receive from $S to £33 
per month for the respective ages than these in two room 
schools.
les;
yo
«j* ■ ■
Table XLVI,- The Relation ox Salary to Age oX Men 
Teachers in Rural Schools oX One R0om in 
Seventeen North lahcta Counties* 1925-26
Range oX Salary
Ages Number ihC do. an Middle High Los
cX Cases .Salary 50 %
18-25 68 $ 87.77 $ 10 $ 120 $ 65
26 &. 
Above 10 92.50 19 105 . 80
All 78 88.16 10 120 65
There is no relation between salary ana age Xor men 
teachers in one-room schools* The salary range is small.
Table XLVII,- The Aeration of Salary to Age ol Men 
Teachers in Aural Schools of Two Aeons in Seventeen 
North Dakota Counties* 1925-26
96
Age s Number 
of Cases
Median
Salary
Range oi Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Low
18-25
26 A 
Above
4 0 
22
$ 125.41 
148.75
$ 45 
49
$ 195 
210
$ 30 
120
All 65 136.07 37 210 SC
Men in two-teacher schools have a wide range in oalax ywith ©ooa correlation for each added year,
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Table XLVII1,- The Relation of Salary to Age oi Women 
Teachers in Rural Schools of One Room for Seventeen
North. Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Range of Salaryr
Age s Number Median Middle
I)f Cases Salary 50 % High Lc ,V
18 130 $ 82'. 14 $ 11 v* 100 A /r*> O5
19 ■ 152 33:. 80 S 105 65
20 178 85-. 60 10 120 70
21 164 87. 78 10 n o 70
22 108 87.88 10 ilo 73
25 53 88.42 10 115 75
24 27 921.16 5 110 80
25 25 90.63 16 110 80
26 & 74 89-. 34 6 125 70
Above
All 911 86-. 42 11 125 65
Women in one-teache v» rj  ^o 1 o' lo «U  ^A - o ave little range in o .  «■* 1 n0 ^ 1  V- fy.
while a relation between salary and age is not found after 
the 24th year.
Ta’ole XLIX,- The Relation cl Salary to Age ol Women 
Teachers in nural Schools oi Two Rooms lor Seventeen 
North Echota Counties, 1925-26
Range oi SaX&xy
Ages Number 
of Cases
o. «L an 
Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Levf
18 19 3 94.-58 $ 12 $ 125 $ £;0
19 34 90.00 16 115 r '5
20 46 84.09 15 13o r ’5
21 61 100.50 15 135 roo 44 101.25 13 X a O r
23 40 101.00 15 120 f 5
24 ootvW-W 105..00 21 145 c)0
25 21 110.63 23 155 $5
26 & 
Above
50 111.50 2? 195 iId
All 'X n  ‘yj ( 101.64 19 195 ?0
The range ol salary lor women in two-teacher schools in­
creases with each aided year. The relation between salajry 
and age is lair.
teacher schcol-i • 3fur thermo re,- • there • is about a viO differ 
between Uie medians of those 20 years and less in favor oi. 
two-room- schools, - with a-gradual increase in tne spread up 
for those 26 years- and beyond-. The above finding is lihea 
the case of -the - middle 50-per-cent, -the spread of the cne-r
nee
tiie
to $33 
true 
se in7i
teacher being-around §11-throughout while that of the two-r
teacher- starts-with-• 018- and ends- with £>33'. --The- spread of 
the- case of the-one-teacher-school-and the- spread of salary 
case-cf- the-two-teacher •schocr--is-partly complained on trie b 
the professional prpps-rhiion-end -a-ility of the teaching fo 
the two types-of-schools’. ■ -Chart-10 brings out similar fac
i
A contrast-of--sex.talien-from Tables XLVI-, ■ XLYII, XhV
and XLIX-brings-out- di-ffer-ences--which- are- interesting to- no 
The median - salary- of men -und«r 25-years -in the one-teacher 
is $S3-in comparison-• w-ith--$125 • for-the- men-of ~the two-teacb 
schools; - -it-is $93 'for- those- above- -25 years-in-the one-roc 
comparison -wi-th-$ 149 in• the -two-rooms*.- -There-is five time 
great an increase in salary-for the men of two-teacher schc 
as for hhe men in tne one-teacher schools.
There is a spread of $82 to $91 in the range of age si 
IS to 25 for the women in tne one-room school in comparison 
$95- to $111 for the women in the two-room schools. There 
twice as great an increase in salary over a seven year peri 
those in the two-teacher systems as for these in the one-t 
systems, and for the remaining years, there is an increase
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$able L, - Tiie Relation of 
School Teachers in Seventeen
Salary- to Age o x Men 
Horth Lahcta Countie
T^') 3 r* "l
s,1925-26
Agee Humber 
of Cases
Range of Salary
Median
Salary
Hidcie 
50 % High Low
18-23 92 $ 91.66 $ 21 $ 175 $ 65
24 L ' 51 135.50 54 210 80
Above
All 143 99.16 40 210 65
Hall oi the men 
than $99. Starting 
is a steady increase 
24 years and'over, 
may 'be noted;
teachers in rural schools receive le 
;vith $96 ior those 23 and under, the 
with advancing ages up to $136 ior t. 
A wide range in salary ior every yec
so
re
nose
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Table LI,- The Relation oi' Salary to Age ci Women Rur 
School Teachers in Seventeen North Iakota Counties.102
Ages
G
.lumber
Cases
Me cian 
Solary
Range oi Saiar;
Middle 
50 %
High Lew
18 149 $ 83.36 Hr-i $ 125 V C G19 186 84.41 11 115 65
20 224 87.20 16 135 70
21 225 89.53 13 135 70
22 152 89.50 15 135 70
23 93 92.93 - 17 120 75
24 49 94.51 16 120 80
OR 4b 98.75 23 X *Jx) SO
22 97.50 21 195 70n r~. ~ / 20 100.00 21 125 70
28 k 82 95.00 18 175 75
Above
All 1248 88.87 13 195 65
.1
-2b
Seventy-Tour per cent oi' the women in rural schools 
receive $89.50 or less and the salary peak ci $98.75 Tail; 
in tne 25th year. Those 28.ana over receive but $5.51 per 
month more than the beginners. All ages have a large range 
in salary.
Table LII,
and
- Trie Relation ox £[] dry to Experience for Sen
vcmen Rural School Te acne re in Seventeen 
North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Range oi Salary
Years of Humber Mecion Midule
Experience cif Cases So. let 50 % High Do 7
0 368 $ 83.81 $ 12 $ 135 $ 65
1 133 82.87 11 135 65Oa- 259 87.88 1 ^ UmKJ ■ 165 70
3 231 90.75 13 175 75
4 132 93.68 16 185 75
5 89 99.68 19 155 70
6 43 93; 86 18 125 75
7 34 104.16 30 175 80
S 27 105.00 39 210 80
9 16 100.00 22 145 75
10 & 
Above
59 100.83 30 200 75
All 1391 89.38 16 210 65
This group of 1391 rural school teacners has a inecian 
salary of $89. It builds up to $105 at tne Sth year cl 
experience and then recet-es. The range of tne middle 50 
per cent roughly corresponds with the salary lor tne 
respective years.
105
is on
but
e pre­
in favor of the- -Wo-teacher systems.
• ' -Thus, there has been a-greater increase-of salary ivilth in­
creasing--year-s I for both men ana women- in- the two-teacher schools..
- In- comparing-the- men with- the women from 18- to 25 ye:
! >
Tables L-anc-LI, the salary increase is found to be about tjnc 
scute; - howeveri for- the-period of-25 years and- beyond there 
increase-of-^ 47--in-favor of-tne-qien.- --The-midale 50 per- ce|nt is 
fairly consistent- over -the-entire age-period for -tae women 
for the men-the period beyond 25 years more than doubles thjc
ceet ing* y ears.
..... - By-way of-conclusion, -it-has-been-shown that the one)-
-teacher-- schools • show- -little--increase - of- salary with advancing 
years--in-cGnipa-jt-i-son - with --tiie-'-two-teacher- schools* having- at 
case- -time- a--wider-range in age-in contrast- with a wider range in 
salary -for--theL-two—teach-er--school-.- -- This--fact is- likewise illus­
trated- when comparing-the-men-with-the women; - the - latter dhow a 
wide -spread in - age s--with-lit tie-spread in salary as compared with 
+ he-men who hsow little spread in ages anu have a wide ranhe in 
salary. The above difference is partly explained cn the tfasis of 
the fact that a higher percentage oi those in the one-room school 
than those in the two-room school possessing professional jjfoility 
move on to better positions.
Salary in Relation tc Exioericnce 
Then attaching, the problem of salary from the angle of 
experience, Table LII shows a range from 1 tc more than 50 years.
the
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Table LIII,- The Relation of Salary to Experience lor 
Rural School Teachers of One Jtooci Schools in Seventeen 
North Rahota Counties, 1925-26
Ye: •s o:
ixpenence
Number 
ol Cases
Healan 
Salary
Range of Salary
Midale 
50 %
jC'.V
0
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7 &
2S2110
200
171
76
48
26
66
$82.09
86.87
86.47
88.48 
91.04 
92.14 
90,56 
90.71
$ 910
8
9
4
12
11
15
0 120 
110 
110 
115 
110 
110 
lo 5
$
Above
ill 989 86.15 11 135 6
The
builae uprp
» <■>*** O ■> Cs. —
to
886.;.n salary of 989 one-room teacners is v< 
the nth year or experience and tnen recedes, 
here is little spread in the middle 50 per cent lor the 
entire period of experience.
It
The median salary for all the rural school teachers in £89. 
beginners, -representing one-fourth of- ail rural school tenon, 
receive a median•salary of;$84.' Approximately one-third, 
those-who have taught their first-ana second- years, receive 
Only one-tenth- of-the total number-of teachers* or those ha 
taught-seven'-years-or more-,-.-receive-4100. - A study of the
j
of medians as-a -whole-, shows' a - consistent - -increase to the
105 
The 
:iers, 
br- ■ 
$88. 
Ving
range
year after-which-there- is-a- slight- decrease-.
-- ••-. There-is a-corresponding- increase- with -the- building
median salaries for the spread of the middle 50 per cent.
9 th
up of
Trie
greatest-spread-i© founa-at tine-8th- year-which- corresponds 
the • highest'•median-salary * --This -denotes-the-preeence of a 
number -who are - receiving- -a-wide -range--in- salary. In lookip
t
this - table as-a- - whole-, it-seems-evident-that--there is a fai 
consistent relation---of— salary-to experience up to the 5th year, 
after whieh-no positive relation exists.-
Table--LIII .^ ivep a median-salary of $86 for all the teacher 
of the one-room school. Beginning teachers, which represent 
approximately one-third of the teaching force, receive $82. Those 
who have taught one and two years* or another one-third, receive 
$37. Nearly one-tenth, or those teaching 5 years ana over, re­
ceive but $>91; this is only $5 more than the median salary for 
all the teachers. When looking at the range of medians as 
v/ho^ e, there is but $6 increase, and the highest is $92 for) the 
5th year. After this there is a slight decrease. There is a
with 
large 
g at
iy
tit
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Table LIV,- The Relation oi Salary to Experience ior 
Rural Schoor Teachers oi' Two Room Schools in Seventeen 
North Dakota-Counties, 1925-26
Years of 
Experience
]
0.
dumber 
C Cases
median
Salary
Range of Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Lo .V
0
1o
•7.
4
5
6 & 
Above
76
23
59
60
56 •
41
87
$ 93.06 
94.07 
101.25 
104.00 
103,21 
106,07 
115.75
$ 15 
14 
14 
23 
16 
17 
33
& 135 
135 
166 
175 
186 
155 
210
£SI* 75
75
70
80
75
85
80
All 402 103.11 23 210 70
This group of 402 teachers shews a continual increase 
salary for additional years of experience with a corrospcn 
increase in the range of the middle 50 per cent.
in
a ing
el-isht increase-in- the- spread cl tne- midole 50 per cent through- 
out tiie-period ox' experience. In addition, it may be notea that 
there is but-little- range in the middoe 50- per cenr lor the res­
pective-years. - -There-is a fairly consistent relation between
107
experience and salary up to the fifth year,, after which the
none. -- -• ------------- - --  -- --
--- -.. In making-a-further-study of-this question, it may b
noted-that-the-median salary for-the-teachers of- the two-ro 
schools;■ as shown~in-Table LIV,---is-$-103■ -The meaian salar 
storting-at $95 for-beg-innere and-ending with $116 for thos
re is
s
ora 
iee, 
e who
have taught--six-years-or more, -show--a consistent increase through­
out. • The ■ middle--50-per-cont-of -the~6th year is twice that of the 
x-iret-year,.,— -Each-year-ox-experience shows-a-wide spread of the 
middle-50 -per cent-which-denotes the-presence of a large number 
-receiving-high-and low-salaries- The-relationship-of sllary to 
experience up-to the 5th year is fairly good, after which it is
less cutstandingt---- -------- --- ----
A comparison between the teachers of the one and twd-teach- 
er schools gives interesting facts. There is an $11 difference 
for beginning teachers in favor of the two-room school.. The 
highest median salary for the one-room school is $92 at the fifth 
year in comparison with $115 for C years and beyond in the two- 
room schools. The median salaries build up to a peak and fall 
back in the case of. the one-room schools in contrast with a steady 
increase over the entire range of experience for the two-rocm 
schools. The two-room schools show mere than twice as great a
Table LV, - Tne Relation ot Salary tc Experience ot Men 
Teachers in Rural Schools oi' One Room tor Seventeen
llorth EaJcota Counties, 1925-26
Years ot 
Expedience c
Numberp»5 coe./ —  <u—. Sfc* v— w
.Median
Range ot Salary
Middle 
50 /a
High Lo 7
0
1o
'A,
4 & 
Above
28
15
14 
8
15
<s- p "X ' rj r
91.50 
88.35 
91.66
92.50
$ 1? 
9
10
7
26
$ 100 
120 
100 
ICO 
100
$ 6 
7
7 
8'
8
5
5
5
)
All 78 88.16• 10 120 65
This gre 
perience. 
rciddie 50 pe:
5up shows little relation between salary and 
Vith one exception, there is little spread in 
:• cent.
ex-
the
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Table LVI,~ Tne delation of Salary to Experience of Men 
Teachers in Rural Schools of Two Rooms for Seventeen
North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Years of 
Experience 0
Number 
f Cases
Median 
Sal ax ~j
Range of Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Low
0
1o
4
5 & 
Above
10
3
S
9
3
27
$ 102.50
127.50
130.00 
117.50.
160.00
147.50
$ 19
47
3 7 
60
4 7
$ 135 
135 
165 
175 
185 
210
* FV
u
i 
. i
u
0
5
0
5
5
0
All 65 136.07 37 210 rc /**
This group shows a decided relation between salary and 
experience ever the entire perioc of years even though there 
is a large range in the midale SO per cent;
110
?able 1VII,- Tiie : 
Teacher a in Eura,
North Jh.kct
elation
School
01 to
Is of Cne Eccm 
Counties, 1925-26
Experience oi 
for Seventeen
omen
Years of 
Experience
Range of Salary
Number 
of Cases
■• , - P  f  ■ *5 O  V P
Salary
Eiadle
00 / o
High '.V
0
■)
4
5
6 
7
3 oC
Above
264
96
186
163
71
45
24
9
54
9 81.82 86.16 
86.‘3 7 
88.33 
91.19 
91,-56 
90.63 
92.85
90.00
9
10
oO
9
9
If
11
II
15
$ 105 
120 no 
110 
115 
110 110 
100
135
V 65
65
70
75
75
70
75
£0
111 911 86.42 II 117
There is but 
of experience.
little increase of salai 
.’he spread of the middle
■y for the a,dde<ji 
60 per cent, is
years
small
thic entire period.-
Ill
Table LVIII,- The Relation of Salary 
Women Teachers in Rural Schools of
to axperrence of 
Two Rooms for
Seventeen North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
Experience
Range of Salary
Number 
of Casco
healan 
Salary
nibble
50 % High Low
0
1o
AW
5 
4fS
6
7
8 & 
Above
66
20
51
51
48
34
16
19
•9 QT, -1 J'w  » J. ■ftV1 o93 
104.68 
102.-50 
101.07 
104 .-00 
105.00' 
111.25
118.00
15
15
10
18O p
10
20
& 135
110
125150
135
145
125
loo
190
75
7
70
80
75
S.1
85
80
95
All >37 101.'98 195 70
This group shows a steady increase oi salary for each 
adaitionai year of experience.1 It also shows wide range|s 
in the middle 50 per cent.
range in the-middle 50 per cent, which is due in part to the large 
range in salaries.- — .......- -----
..... Additional-study in this question in the comparison
as shown in Tables-LV, LYI. -LVII-, and LVIII furnish expian 
for the wide ranges-in - the middle-50 per cent of the forego 
tables. — The-median-salary-for beginning men teachers of o 
room schools is $19 less than-that for•beginning men ox the 
rooiw schools.-- The highest-median salary-for -the men of on 
room-schools-is-$93~£or~four years-or beyond, which repress 
but- one-sixth-of- their -total -teaching-force-, in comparison 
$14?.in-tho-two-room schools --1 or--these having-5 years or mo
7
of ■ experience-, which represents --more-"than- one-third of thei
teaching-force..It ■ is •interesting- to- note- that there is a.
four- times as-great-a-range- in--the middle 50 per- cent in th 
room-schools as-in -the-one-room-schools.- - The men of ■ the o 
schools -show- little -relationship- between- increase of - salary 
experience • -while--this is fairly positive in the case of tfc 
the two-room schools.
The meaian salary for beginning women teachers of or 
schools is $16 less than that for beginning women teachers
two-uoom schools. Ahe highest salary for the women of one-room 
schools is $02. at the 7th year, in contrast with $118 for those 
having had eight yee.ro or more of experience in the two-rocm 
schools. The range of the middle 50 per cent is almost twice a 
greac xor the owe—room scnoo1s. The women of the one—room
schools show little relationship between increase of salary with
1 1 2
sex
cions
p.ng
ie- 
two- • 
e-
p.ts 
wi th 
re
r total 
Imc s t 
e 17/0— 
ne—room 
wi th 
ose in
e-room 
in the
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Tabic LIZ, - The Relation of Salary to Experience of Me l
Rural School m JL tlachere in Seventeen North 33a.lota Couii tiQO 1 — if 25-26
• Range GX 2 G-.L gx*'/
Years of Number Median Middle
Experience c•f* f' fi O ft o•*- JJ Salary oO /o High Low
0 38 $ 85.71 $ 14 $ 6i
I 16 92.00 135 7
2 22 92.50 18 io \j 7J
3 17 102.50 <i2 175 8*34 18 - 120.00 60 185 83
5 & CO 152.50 50 210 8"*VJ
Above
All 143 99.16 40 210 6ft
The median salary cl 143 men teachers is $93. A steady 
increase reaches over the entire period o'f experience. The 
spread in the middle 50 per cent grows larger with increa 
ins salaries.
School
- The Relation ol 
teachers in Seventeen her-
to Experience ox Women 
,h laivota Counties-, .1925
Years of Humber JTeuian
Experience of Cases Salary
0 330 $ 83.55
1 115 87.25o 0^7 87'. 57
3 214 90.27A IIS 93.48
5 78 96.87
6 42 94.00
7 28 102.50 '
8 ■ 18 95.00
9 13 96.75
10 & 
Above
54 95.60
All 1248 88.44
Range ox Salary
114
Rural 
6
lidcle 
50
Hign LCV7
<i.v 12
n
ii
ii
16
IS
55
5320
2?
6v iaO 120 
125 
155 
135 
14 5 
135 
195 
125 
135 
175
ifrv •05
65
7<)
75
77)
75
70
80
80
75
75
195 65
The median salary of 1248 women teachers is £88. Tlhe 
salaries range from 565 to £195-. They build up to the 7th 
year ox' experience anu then recece.
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CHART 11,- A COLT ARISON OR SALARY 
EXPERIENCE FOR EOKAL SCHOOL TE 
NORTH DAKOTA COUNTIES
BY SEX ON THE BASIS 
ACHEES IN SEVENTEEN 
,1925-26
OF
Salary $70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
lrears of . Sex 
Experience
Men 086.
0
Women 84
Men 92
1
Women 87
Men 93
2 ■
Women 88
Men 105
5
Women 90
Men 120
4
Women 93
Men 153
5 & 
above Women 97
for
Men
the
teachers receive from $2 to $36 more per mon 
respective years of experience than the women
th
year,
■The
experience after 5 years--while those of the two-room schools show 
a positive relation throughout -the entire -period-.
A comparison of the-men-with the-women-as shown in Tables 
LIX,--Iff furnish further-explanationeof our previous tables. The 
median salary- of - the men is-$16 higher than that of tile weeper.
The highest median salary for the-women is $103 at the ?th 
in comparison-with $133 for -the men- at 5 years and beyond, 
greatest -spread of-the-midole 50-p-er cent for the men is $60 at 
the 4th year • in- comparison-with $35 at the- 7th- year for the women. 
Tailing-the tables as-a whole, -there is a greater relation .’or the 
increase of salary -with-experience for - the- men than for the women. 
-■> ---'— Chart--11- -makes-additional -emphasis upon salary in- relation 
tc experience by way-of-contrasting the--men-with the women 
..... . -.-By-way-- of -conclusion, -it--hae- been-shown-that the onb- 
teacher-- schools—show little-or-no- increase- -of -salary -in relation
j
to -experience- beyond 5~ years,-in-comparison with the two-teacher 
schools which show-a-more-decided -relation-for the - more ex 
ed teachers. This fact is decide*, ly illustrated when comparing 
the men with the women; the latter show a wide range in experienc 
with little relation in salary-, as compared with the men w. 
little range in experience and have a positive relation wi 
salary. This is mainly explained by the fact that a high 
percentage of those in the one-room schools than those in 
twp-roca schools possessing professional ability move on t|o befcte 
positions.
no show 
h
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TaLle LXI,- T .e Relation of Salary to Certification of Hen
Women Rural Soiiool Teachers in Seventeen
North Dakota Counties, 1925-26
mb
Certifi­
cation
K urate r 
of Cases
Range of Salary
T Jf •« **, MVV* U. <U.iJ
Salary
Middle 
50 %
Hi an Low
Second 
Elementcry
First
Elementary
Seconc.
Pro­
fessional
First
Pro­
fessional
488
485
409
& 83:45
89; 58
101.£6
122.50
$ 5 $ 125
175
$ 65
70
12
54
'10
;05
75
100
All 13.91 89.38 16 210 65
Two-thirds cf the total rural school teaching force, 
cr those which hold elementary certificates; receive §50
less per month; icona grade professionals receive $18 more
than second grade demontaries while first grade professi 
receive $33 more than first eleventaries.
onals
are
de
ee
Salary in Relation to Certif ication 
In a-previous chapter it was shewn that the types of 
certificates held by rural school -teachers of-Uorth Eahota
i  i
Second-Grade Elementary, First Grade-Elementary, Second Gra
j I *
Professional-, and-First Grade Professional./e> We shall now
how-the salaries in 1925-and 1926, as reported through the
questionnaires, are- distributed on this basis* In the acdom-*
ponying' Table LXI, ■ the • salaries - of -1591 teachers in seventeen 
counties ■ of- the-state are distributed--according to the type of
I
certificates-held;-.-Of-this- total- number reporting, 36 per cent
* ;
held second'grade elementari-es,--35 per-cent- hold first grade>
elementaries,--and-29-per-cent hold-second grade professionals*
-'By-studying- this-table-one can see that-there is a positive 
increase of - salary - -in-re latlon -to- -advancing types of certification. 
Thus--the-f-irst-e-leaentariee-receive- $7 -more-than- the second
/ i
elementaries,--the second -grade -professionals receive $12 more 
than-the-f-i-rst-grade elementaries, end the first-grade profession­
als receive $21 more than the se-ccnc grade professionals.Further­
118
more, there is a progression for each increase over the p; eceed-
ing certificate. For instance, a teacher would receive -ap in­
crease of only $7 per month in improving from a second gratis ele-
S
mentary to a first grade elementary, while an increase of $12 
per month would be received in improving from a first grad|e ele­
mentary to a second grade professional.
!0 Chapter III,
RuralTable LXII,- The Relation of Salary to Certification for
School Teachers of One Room Schoo-s in Seventeen
North Dahota Counties, 1925-26
Range of Salary
Certifi­
cation
dumber 
of Cases
Median
Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Lo v
Second
Elementary 451 $ 83.84 $ 11 $ 110 § 6c
First
Elementary 592 88.84 11 110 7C
Second
Pro­
fessional 146 90.38 12 125 7 1
First
Pro­
fessional
All 989 86.55 11 125 61
. Teachers in one-room schools holaing seconc grade p 
fessional certificates receive but $6 more per month tha 
those holding second grade elementaries.
:-o
i
T*-------
120
in tiie 
-ary
at'
d
.. A further-study of- this table -thaws' an increase in the
spread of -the • miggle 50-per cent, starting with. So for the [second 
grade elementaries and ending with $34- for the first grade pro­
fessionals..'--This indicates that there-are a large number
lower quartile who-are-teaching for less than the meuian sa
of the processing group. •- ....
-.In • looking--over -this--table--as a whole.- it is seen th 
there-is a-positive relation between the salary received an
type of certificate-held-.- —  —  — :  ..----- ■ ---
.. .—  Attention will-next -be- dii-ected toward-a-study of the re­
lation-of- salary -to certification froa-the-viewpoint of- teachers 
in -one-room-schools.—  Table- LXII-shows- a small increase o 1 med­
ian- salaries-according-to--the-tj-pe- of certificate- held. ■ sfhose
holding-first -grade-elementarie-a--receive-Ob more- than those
>
ing -second • grsde>elemen tar les, - -while those holding second grade 
professionals racei-ve--only- • $! more-than- the first grade ele-
aentaries-.--— This-means.that-50-per--cent' of- those holding second
grade professionals receive less than $90 per month. The 
of the middle 50 per cent for the different types of certificates 
are virtually the same. The relation between salary and Certifi­
cation in this table is not strong. In other words, this 
that the second grade eleiaentaries are receiving better salaries 
in proportion for the type of certificate held than the second 
grade professionals. This is the reason why the one-rccn 
have only one-seventh of their total teaching force holdin, 
grade professionals.
hcld-
spreaas
means'
schoolsj 
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Table LXIII,- The Relation o1 Salary tc Certification to; 
School Teachers 01 Two Room Schools in Seventeen 
Rorth Rahota Counties, 1925-26
• Range of Salary
Certifi­
cation
Kuaber 
of Cases
Median
Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Lovr
Second
Elementary 37 $ 66.87 -ft 7 $ 125 ft OP
First
Elementary 93 95.83 17 175 7C
Second
Pro­
fessional 263 106.78 21 210 7*>
17 i r*o f
Pro­
fessional 9 122.50 38 200 IOC
All 402 103.11 25 210 7(
1 2 1 “
"R }
Teachers in two-room schools holding second grace p 
feseional certificates receive $20 acre per month than t: 
■holding second grade elementary certificates; those hole 
first grade professional certificates receive $27 more ti 
those holding iirst elementary certificates. A corrosp 
spread of the. middle 50 per cent follows the higher grand 
certificate.
o-
iose
ing
lo ll jl
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CHART 12, -A CONJ? ARISON OF SALARY OR THE BASIS OB CERTLb ICA|TION 
BY TYPES OB SCHOOLS EOR RURAL SCHOOL TEACHERS IN SEVENTEEN 
NORTH DAKOTA COUNTIES, 1*25-26
Salary
Grade cl 
certiiicate
2 Elementary
Rooms
1
2
£34
£80 00 100 110 120 120
8? !____j
1 Elementary
1
2
89
96
2 Professional
SO
10?
1 Professional
1
2 123
Teachers in two-room schools receive from £3 to $17 more
per month for the respective certiiicates than those in op 
teacher schools.
e -
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Table LXIV,- 
Teachers
The Relation of Salary tc Certification for
in Rural Schools of One Room for Seventeen
North halota Counties, 1925-26
Hen
Range of Salary
Certifi­
cation
Number of 
Cases
Median
Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Lov'
Second
Elementary 50 $ 66.66 e is $ 105 $ 61i
First
Elementary 24 91.00 16 105 7;i
Second
Pro­
fessional 4 90.00 35 120 8(
First
Pro­
fessional
All 73 88.16 10 120 6{
Little relation exists between salary and 
for men teachers in one-room schools.-
certification
Table LXV,- The Relation cl Salary to Certification ol
Teachers in Ryral Scnocls cl Two Rfcoms lor Seventeen
Kcrth Dakota Counties, 1925-26
124
Certifi- ITuiaber 
of Cases
Median
Salary
Ronge oi Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Low
Secciid
Elementary
First
Elementary
Second 
Pro­
le ssicnal
First
Pro­
fessional
5
19
42
% 123.75
117.08
142.00
200.00
%r
24
35
37
$ 125
175
210
200
$  9 0
S
9
All 65 136-.07 37 210 30
Those holding professional certificates recieve highjer 
salaries than those holding elementary certificates .
Table LXVI,- The Relation cT Salary to Certification of
Teachers in Rural Schools of One Room for Seventeen
North Dakota Counties, 1905-26
125
. omen
Range of Salary
.
Certifi­
cation
Humber 
of Cases
Metian 
Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Levs
'
Second 
Diementary 401 $ 82.-98 $ s $ 110 * f c
—
TC i y  o 1*
Elementary 368 88.74 8 110 7C •
Second
Pro­
fessional
142 90.04 17 125 76
First
Pro­
fessional -
All 911 86.42 11 125 6£
Teachers holding second grace professional certified 
receive but $6 more per month than those holding second g; 
elementary certificates, which shows that little relation 
exists between salary and certification.-
,es
adc
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Table LXVII, - The Relation of Salary to Certification of Women
Teachers in Rural Schools of T.vo Rooms for Seventeen
North Lahota Counties, 1925-26
Certifi­
cation
Number 
of Cases
Median
Salary
Range of Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Low
Second
Elementary
17 i -wo -f-
Elementary
Second
Pro­
fessional
Pro­
fessional
54
74
221
8
$ 86.25
87.86
104.21
120.00
$ 7
15
16
$ n o
115
195
145
$ 75
70
75
100
All 357 101.64 19 195 70
• • , . - ' -
A steady increase of salary accompanies each higher 
iificate as does the range fer the middle oQ per cent.
- --A-study of this question from-the- angle- of the two-r
)  . I >
schools,as•seen in Table LXIII,-shows a positive increase o 
ary in relation-to the type of certificate held.- The incr 
differences according-to the type-of- certificates are §9, C
• i
and $15. ■ • However,,--with the-increase-in-salary for tne nig
com
f sal- 
ease of 
11, 
her
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certificates held,--there-is an increasing - spread in the middle 
50-po-r-cent,-. -i-This means-that -the-lower -quartlies of each |group 
receive--less--than.the metian--salary ef-the proceeding-group. How-
1 I ’ / j
ever,- in going-over thisrtable-as-a- -whole-, -it may be seen-that
there -is-a positive relation between salary and type of cer
cate h e l d . - ..-h-
----- -- - - A • comparison -of--the • t-ype-s of- schools shows that two-
tif i-
room
schools are-paying-mo re --than-the one-room-schools for the res­
pective- types^ of--certificates*---'•••A--difference of--04, $7,- an 
per-month is seen-for- the-respective-types of certificates 
favor-of---the--two-rcom--school-. -- The spread-of-the middle 50 
cent is-relatively—the-eame.-for-tiie-one-room school-in- cent 
with that of tike- two-room school which has -a corresponding 
creese with thetypes of certificate held. Proceeding figu 
warrant the conclusion that two-room schools are paying mor 
the, one-reem schools.-for respective.types of certificates, 
especially so in the case of second grade professionals.
12 will restate these facts.
A comparison of sexes as seen in Tables LXIV, LX5T, L.
and LXVII shows: (l) that the men in two-room schools receive an
d $16 
in 
per 
rast 
in- 
res
2 than 
lhart
m ,
Table LNVIII,- The Relation of Salary to Certification of
Rural School Teacners in Seventeen North Fahota
Counties, 1925-26
 ^OQ j-tiO
Vi omen
Certifi­
cation
Second
Elementary
First
Elementary
Second
Pro­
fessional
First
Pro­
fessional
Number 
of Cases
415
442
3 Cl
liec ian
$ 83.28 
69.19
100.60
115.00
Range of Salary
Middle 
50 %
$ 15
18
26
High
$ n o
115
120
145
JjOW
$ c
72
75
109
All 1248 88.87 13 190. 65
A positive relation exists between salary ana 
certification.
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Table LXIX,- The Relation of Salary to Certification of
Rural School Teachers in Seventeen North Dakota
Counties, 1925-26
Men
Certifi­
cation -
ITumber 
of Eases
Median
Salary
Range of Salary
Middle 
50 %
High Lc 17
Second
Elementary
First
Elementary
Second
Pro­
fessional
First
Pro­
fessional
53
43
46
$ 81.83
100.75
135.00
A i  •x V
27
39
$ 125
135
210
200
t 6
8
All 143 99.16 40 210 65
A positive relation exists between salary and 
certif ication.
t
average of--£35 xaore- for -.elementary certificates said .ybb xaor
120 
e ior
room - 
chools 
more 
men and 
e typetn
tii
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second-grade professional certificates- than tne men in one- 
schools;---(2) that-in-the-case-of the women, the two-room o 
pay virtually the-same for elementary certificates, but hid 
for •professional-certificates. — -thus it is seen that both 
women of ifottwc-roea-schools-receive-a-higher salary for 
of certificates held than-tucse-in-the--one-room schools. "/hen 
a comparison--is--made-■between-the men-and-women. Tables LXVIII and 
LXIXv it-is-seen that there-is- a-decidedly greater relation! be- 
.ween _ salary and type of certificate for the men than for.the 
women.
-In going-over-the present-division-of our chapter,- 
facts- -are- outstanding;— (-1) »a positive relation -exists be 
salary--and-certification^- (2-).---the-men--receive- more for th 
given-types-of-certificates--than-the women;--and (o) the t.fo-- 
roG.m schools * play- -more-for the respective- types-of certificate: 
than - the • one-room schools-.-----Hence the teachers - with ■ higher 
certificates move in the direction of the two-room schools.
Chapter Conclusions
In going bach over the chapter as a whole, several facte 
-re outstanding. The one-teacher schools, which have a wide 
range of ages, show no positive relation with salary after the 
24th year. Conversely, the two-teacher schools, which have a
wide range of salary, show a positive relation with age,covering 
the entire oeriod.
"i—
rce
een
e *
Tiie one-teacher- schools shew little- or no increase 6 
salary in- relation-to- experience-beyond the 5th-year. On
f ' • > . . .
other hand, the-two-teacher■schools, which have a wide ran
j
salary, shew a positive relation- throughout the entire peri 
with a decided emphasis upon the- more experienced teachers;
... - A close
to age-and-the
oa,
relation exists-between the salaries-in relation 
• salaries- in-relation to experience- as-shown- in tne 
fo lowing -instance; ---the-metian--salary-ox teachers-24 yeard old 
is-.§100 -in-comparison-with the median--salary-of-§100 for teachers 
with-5 years-of-experience. This seme condition exists i'er the 
first four years-.-
- The teachers in the--two-room-schools-receive a highejr 
salary for-the--type-of certificate they hold than the teachers
of the one-rGcm-school-.:--.... . —  .- .......... -
‘It -is clearly evident—that teachers in tne one-rcoa schools
are not paid for the 'age, experience, and certification in pro­
portion; to that which the' teachers of the two-teacher schoplo
receive.
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Chapter VI
A COMPARISON OF RURAL SCHOOL TEACHERS OF HORTji
-- ------ DAKOTA- WITH THOSE- OF- OTHER- STATES- - •
-■..- -The -majority - of -counties'-surveyed, in our study were- lo-
i
cated-in 'the central and eastern half of - the State, - yet the writer 
bel-ieves-that - condition©-are much the- game- the State over. Pro-
i
ceding'-upon this assumption, the-liberty will be taken of con­
sidering- -our- da-ta-as-having- a-state-wide application in ojraer 
that we may--compare i-t with other -states-.--- -- <- - -
-- -— A- Comparison--of -Aq-esi- —  In-Chapter- II- of • this ■ study it
was "found- that the median-age - ox North- lake ta - rural teacheps was 
21.37 years^ -- -The 'largest- group-ox- rural- school - teachers 
South ■Dakota~i'or--1918-range-between-19- and -25- years ■ of -age 
median-age-fob-rural teachers-of-Nebraska- in 1919 was £1.0 
Pennsylvania reports an average of 22 years for women teac
26.7 years for men teachers.^ In considering the age of b
Ln
The
I yearsfJ 
Tiers and 
eginning
teachers, 19.4 years was the median age for North Dakota while the
median for those in Pennsylvania was 19.2.'¥ Thus North D kotc
11. The Educational System of South Dakota,U.S.Bu.of Ed.,B 
' No. 31, p. 211
12. The Rural Teacher of Nebraska, U.S. 3u. of Ed., Bui., 
No. 20, pi 23
13. Status of the Rural Teacher in Pennsylvania, U.S. Bu. 
Bui., 1921, No. 34, p. 9
14. Ibid., p. 11
ul.,1918 
1919, 
of Ed.t
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comperes favorably wi th other states in reference-to age.. •.
A Gear.--.rison cf Bey; • ■ It-was found-that 10.17 per c4nt of 
the teachers i*-North P&kota-were-men•and'89.92 per cent wc^e 
women. • Federal figures as a-whole for 1917 showed 19.7 pet cent 
for men teachers • in rural schools.'° Nebraska-found 10.3 of its 
rural school-teachers-to-be men.'f-In-1918 Virginia claimed that 
9 per -cent of its teachers, were men .vhile Pennsylvania made 
showing of-84- p e r - c e n t • -—  — -------
-A Comparison-of Teacher Turnover;- Of the-total tea 
force-in North-Pako-ta-,- 1925-26 ,--26-. 61-£ e-r cent were new teai •
In -iel8,- 51v2-per-eent-of the rura-1-tes.chers- in-South Dako• 1 y
-teaching- - their--! i-r-st-year -The Federal- Commission- claimed
more than • one-third of-all--rural-school - teachers -were- begin*
In this Case-North--Pakota-; makes-a -favorable comparison.
--- -----A Comparison of-Experience; -• This study showed that 71.23 
per cent,----or- almost -three-fourths of- the-teachers - in North pako t a 
had taught-three- -years-or less-.- -In 1918-South Pako ta reported 
the average leaching life of her- rural school teachers as 3|.7 
years.5,1 The experience of teacuers in Pennsylvania average^ 317
y 'j,vyears for 1918. Again it is seen that a somewhat similar
15. "Report U. 8. Commis. cjf'Educ., '1916-1918, Vol. Ill, p. 16
16. The Rural'Teacher-of Nebraska, U.S. Bu. of Educ., Bui., 1919,
' No.;20, p. \21.
17. Status of the Rural Teacher in Penn,,. U.S. Bu., of Ed.., Bui.,
' 1921. No.'34, p, 9
18. Ibid., p. 3
19. The Education System cf S. Dak. U. S.. Bu. of.Ed., Bui.,19IS,
' No. 31, p. 210
20. Hunter, P.M. Report of Comm.: of One Hunared on. Problem of 
Tenure. Nat. Ed. Ass'n.,1926, p. 203
21. The Educational System of S. Pale. U.S. Bu. of Ed.,Bui. ,1918 
Ho. 31,-p. 210
22. Status of Rural Teacher in Penn. U.S. Bu.of Ed. ,Bul. ,19)21,No. 
34, p. 81
4—
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condition also omi&ts elsewhere.
A -Comaafrison of -Academic- and -Professional Trainin'1:: V/iion
i-i
considering- academic--ana professional training, Borth-Dakota makes
a very favorable. showing*• • Almost all oi-her teachers are high
;
school graduates; - in-fact, -the percentage-cf those not graduating 
Yr«a a high- school wa-6--fco* small’ that-it was-not taken into con­
sideration.-- Only-twenty-taree- per' cent- had no proi'essiondl
trai«ing-vVhi-le(-60 -per-bend- had-f-rcxa- 6- weeks to'one year, leaving 
17-per cent who-had more-than-one year.----In-1918-, Pejinsyliani. 
shewed-that~ohiy~22--per -cent oi’-their rural- teachers had- complete*.
■jT*a-iG-ur yearn academic course and 'that 76 per cent had haa xpo 
normal t-rainrng--whatever.- • -In-1918, - South-Dakota estimated, that 
4S..S -per - cent - oi<■ their--rural- school teachers-had attended- pro­
fessional- schools--while-the -difference, or 54.2-per cent ■wore-
ilsoteaching- without -proiessional-training. • • • -In Alabama- it is-
estimated that- 63, 6--pe-r cent- oi- --their- teachers - in rural and
l advillage-school S' have no proiessional--preparation. --In Hew York,
only 8 per cent ox the teachers in one-teacher schools arc grad-
I • - 7uates oi State normal schools.
A Comparison oi Salary: Previous figures in this purvey
25. Status of the Aural Teacher in Penn., U.S. Bu. of hduc^, Bui., 
' 1321,:So. 34. p. 30 ~ '
2^ s. raid., p. 34
25. Educational System of South-Dakota, U.S. Bu. of Educ., Bui.,' 
1918, 17c. 51, p. 231
26. Educational Study of Alabama, U. S. Bu. cf Educ.,.Bui.\ 1919,
Ho. 41, p. 549.
27. * Status of rRural Teacher in Penn. U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bjil.,
1921, he. 34. p.. 34 ,
showed- that-our-median salary was $89.38 per month. In 1
OOColorado reports-about $70-per,-month." . The average median
o
X \J.dsalary lor Nebraska in' 1-919 was-$445.28. In a o w  
sshool teachers cl one-teacher-schools in Pennsylvania rcc
$411 per-year-and-those-- in two-teacher schools received-$5 
From these-figures-i-t may be seen-that Berth- Dakota pays h<| 
teachers ?/e-ll in-comparison-with-some- other • states*-- ~ -
•------ Iffhile -Ilor-th - Dakota- • is-fcelGw the average in several
> |
stances,-'it~seeme-<iui te--evident on--the-whole that-her rura, 
schools-make-aUvery commendable showing in comparison with 
of other states.
m -
those
28. Aoministr&t ion- -andi-Suppcrt--ox the Colorado -School System.
TJ, S;-3u-.- ox-Educ., Bui., 1917, lie. 5,'p. 76 
89. Educational-Study ox Alabama,-' U. 8. Bu. ox' E'duo., Bui.,' 1919,
' Ho.. 41, p. 41 ’
30. The -Eura-l' Teacher -ox Nebraska-,- U-.--S. Bu. - of Iduc., Bui., 1919,
NO.-20, p-. 53-•.....
31. Status of the Eurai Teacndr in Pennsylvania, U, 8. Bu. of 
Educ., Bui., 1921, No. 34, p. 67.
17
yearly
1
ived
G
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Chapter VII
SUMMARY
—  —Tne ■■?r-e-sen-t- Status-;--By- way--of-summary, ■ there are Several
sects--willcii-may-wel-l--be--iflentienet-ag&in-.~i- In considering tliie
present•status-of-the-rural school teacher in-the Eastern J^ alf of
; •
Horth. lakota,---it tras—found:-- (l) that- their-median age was 21 
years; (2) that-CG-per-cent-of-the-total teaching force wejre 
women;—  (3) -that 27"per-cent-of-aii-teachers had hao no pre­
vious-experience ;- - (4-)-. that 70-per cent-of-all teachers h^ld 
elementary-certificates; ---(o)— that-72- per cent-had taught three 
years- of--less• while-the average length -of--time-spent- in- ea
school- -was. 1.3-7- years;— (h.)--ana-that~the median-salary was $89..38.
}
In nearly-all of the-previous-findings-, the one-teacher schools 
were found to "be below the met. ian while the two-teacher schlcols 
were above it.
Suggested Requirements Which Will Kelp Professionalilae the 
Teacher: Undoubtedly, one of the weakest links.in the px
status of the rural school teacher is their lack of a profe 
al attitude. The new teacher upon entering the profession 
bear in mind tha't it is not a stepping stone to some other 
nor a temporary means of partial support. When taking up
eseht 
ssion- 
shouid 
position
teach-
"TTT
.37
ing -it should- be with the- i ha ox making pedagogy tne principle 
work for- at - least -a- period ex'-years-in /mien the best ox tne-ir
ability will-be-given -to the profession.
}
.... • ■Furthermore, the aspirant - teacher should, not on ay hfc
academic- education? but-a- liberal amount ox professional t.
ing as -well.— Shis-will-result-in the-development cx skil.
abilities-peculiar -to-the- teaching-profession, -one. it alon
This -pr of e s si on al- - training- -eho uld be taken-in-special uepa.• )
of -rural- et ucation. ---In addition, - standards- of-certificat 
should--be-rai-8ed- to--such- a-.degree tha-t - it-will exclude tho 
may -have- teaching - in--aind-i'or--out-a-y ear-, or- sow -- In other 
tni's • .fill---tend-to admit only--those-who • really-wish to- make• t
ing -a profession-.-- -The-recent laws,- raising the standards
j *
certification? -are-a--step--in-.tne- right- direction.
-- - --In raising the-standard ox--professional preparation
certificaticn-and-improving-the-quality ox teaching eervie > .
Cored,- teachers will-have gone: a-long ways in commanding s
;
and professional prestige due them, will receive greater 
financial returns and trill improve - other general condition 
Suggested Recuirments of Outside Influences: The 
communities are -inaa stragetic position to help improve th 
school situation. Host of them have money to establish 
tain standard elementary schools but lack the vision of su 
need and are ignorant of the benefits thich may be receive^ 
such. The good road movement sweeping over the state wil
ve an 
ain- 
s ana 
•
tments
on
e who 
words, 
teach- 
cf
and
ren-
cial
lo
na
larger school units possible which in turn will tend to a,
cal 
rural 
main- 
bh a 
from 
make 
hke
cherage
c best 
A
e rural 
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school improvement-easier. In case the school has no tea
it-will- be -to-;-the advantage-of the community to proviue th
possible-accomodations -and -priveleges • i'or -their teachers.
-lack-oi- such is-one -big reason why qualified teachers leav
districts.—  ~l’his-will-help-to-eliminate--an- attitude of co
tempt or- non-interest-ior--their ‘'school mom" which is so
found in-many [rural-sections.-- - - - -■
-Much-power-rests-wi-tnin the-hands-of school-boards in
bettering &cnoo-JL- -condition s-*---In - the hiring of their teachers it
should-be-mad^-evident to the-pr-oepective -teacher that tne[y will
be--given-the-privc-lege--of remaining was long- as their-professional
duties -are-performed-in-a-satisfactory - manner. This will
necessitate -professional advice-which-Should-cocie from tne county
superintendent-.- ---Bef cre-qualif ied-- teachers can be-induced'to
ente-r-or remain- in-tne rural-schools, they- must -be'-'guaranteed
• /
security-ana - stability- of position.- - -In--audit ion, - school board
must adopt seme- system-of a salary schedule- similar- to thafi now
being used in most of our city schools in order to even attract,
let alone retain qualified teachers. This schedule must [be
sufficient to enable the teacher to live upon a professiolnal
basis. In paying more, tne rural sections will be able t|o 
< 1 
command better qualified teachers..
Another big factor largely determining the status o|f the
rural school teacher is the county superintendent. ’when this
office shall be filled.by. one having qualifications which corres.
pend to those of the superintendent in a large city system, a
128.
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prof essional-status for-rural - school teachers will more- easily 
"bo made-possible. -In - addition, the teachers will be responsible 
to - the- superintendent and-not-entirely to- the school board. This
calls for-a system-of-closer -supervision- lor the rural school.
• 1
Last, -but-not-least,--is-the attitude-of the teaching pro­
fession it-self- towards--rural school-teachers. The position
properly performed is-more than equal to that- of any elementary
• > »
position-in-a- city-system-.- - As • such,- those teachers with pro­
fessional -qualifications-who - teach in-rural communities- should be
• i
respected by their--city ■ brethren. —  f urther, rural school teaching 
can -never-be-prof essionalised-until - -the idea-that going from-the 
rural-schools to the city schools constitutes a promotion, is 
abandoned. — m-,- ■■■ ------  — - . — . . . .....
■
- --- - Conclusions:- ---Although llo-i'-ih- -lake ta is a-young - state where1 >
things-are comparatively-new, nevertheless it -is one-of the lead­
ing- states- in- rural-education.-— While-'our conditions may be 
somewhat better-than-those of -many - other- states,- this fact still 
remains: our rural school teachers are far from being upen a
professional basis, leaving much to be dene-on the-part of ed-
'
ucators- and the citizenship before this "weakest link" in the 
educational chain may be brought up to standard.
.In' conclusion, the writer wishes to admit that these 
great problems of rural education touched upon in this study for 
the eastern half of the State of iTcrth Dakota have merely been 
introduced. Any one phase offers rich fields for further 
investigations.
fI BOCKS
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QUESTIONNAIRE
APPENDIX A.
PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF THE RURAL SCHOOL TEACHER 
- .... IN - NORTH- DAKOTA.......... -
I. -All -teachers-please answer these-questions.
In- what county do '-you ' teach.■............Present Sex.
Harried c-r single. ...... .Occupation of your parents....
Are you-teaching'in 'a-co-naunity in which your parents cr tela-
tives live......Give the nationality'of'the highest percentage
of- folks in your-school community ...................
naveHow-many* teachers- are there'-in your'school.. .... 'Does it
an orgahl I-I-I-. a victrola-. .. . ,-a-: piano.-.-. .. a baceihent....c
furnace.«. -.-ah-' indoor- toilet.... -.-a teacherage. -.... Is the- sfchool-
ground fenced......Give-number-of months-in your school t
How-Sar- is'your-school- from-a-town -having-at least a hundru* 
pepulati o h - . P i -. .". .Underscore the community organisations such 
as-lodges, bands, farmers* organizations or clubs, homemaic
clubsj-literary-societies,'Cade-ball,'basket-ball, parent
organizations, -etc....II, -I-I- . . r. . ... .-.How much does your
and room-cost-per'-month. .-■I-I-v-.-.Hov- far- is-your boarding pla 
from--ycur-----scnooi. 111 11.. . .Did you secure your position th
a teachers' agencyI 11 I.County Superintendent....School be
or--by- yourself-. , - ■ * — -- --- --- - ■ - -
When did'you graduate from high school.-. Was it first
class...... 1 How ’many-'-mow ihs ’• or- - years have -you attended- bey
high school................ Did’you* take professional sub j
Were they at State Institutions........ Have you carried o
correspondence work to improve your certificate since‘you 
teaching11111.1..If so’list'subjects................. I..I
y*rt— *-* • • • • 
2d in
i y* c*' ~ uJ
teacher
board
;e
rough''
d....
ond
COS. • 
anyn
Hoy? much more schooling do you plan upon taking..........
Is this your first year of teaching...... ...Do you expect
make it a life work,.......What grade certificate do you
................ ........... What do you receive per month
year........
to
held.. 
'this
Name cr underscore the professional papers you take such a 
Normal Instructor, Primary Education, Elementary School Journal,
Popular Educator, North Dakota Teacher...................
Do you belong to the North Dakota Educational Association,
+
II. Those who have taught one year or more please 
-• - - - .....answer the following questions also.
How many years'have you taught..........-. ...How many in'your
present school......In-how many schools have you taught..
Give the 'greatest-'number-of years you have taught in any one 
school...........Did you teach'last'year in a community where
your parents or relatives lived....... .How many week ends
you - spend in - your - school community.............Ho-,7 many pi
did you give in your school'last year......... Die the cog
help in these• programs. ..-.11. .Did you' start' any organisati
aia 
2gr; 
munity 
ens oi'
any hind. .-1 If - so, what,
Did you have a Parent -Teachers Association... •...........J.How
many'parents visited your school while it was in session last 
yez t '.Xxi'how many of your £jupils homes did you visilf. lastVppr*^  w  V .  —  o o * * • •
Have -you attended '■school - at '-any -time-’-dihee you- began' teaching,
if • sc where.......,. ..... .. . . .-.. . . .how long....1..
Did you take work which would aid--you-in-your teaching...
What' grade' certificate' did you-hold- when you-began teaching....
1-... .d r-J I-iid .^.v'What grade certificate do you hold now
. . ............ ;; 1 ;Did‘ you' belong to the Kortn I>\
Education al 'Association............ What did you receive
m o n t h - i a s i d - y e u r - . ~  - ~ . ..... - -
ahota
per
Did you have a definite; aim tc make teaching *.a' life work 
you began teaching. Answer yes or no..........
men
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